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Driving schools, take note: your business can benefit from the latest fuel-saving technology and safety features with MINI. 

Energetic and vibrant, our cars are nimble, responsive and dynamic – the perfect companions for learner drivers. You’ll have clients queuing 
up to get behind the wheel. To top it all off, our models’ iconic looks will make sure your business really stands out from the crowd.

For more information please contact your Local Business Development Manager on 01293 831340.

Vines of Gatwick, Stephenson Way, Three Bridges, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1TN

@VinesGroupMINI    |    vinesgatwickmini.co.uk

T&C’s: Business users only. ^Price shown for a MINI Cooper 3 & 5-door Hatch and BMW 1 Series 5-door Hatch SE and exclude VAT at 20% and are for a 36 month Contract Hire agreement, with an annual mileage of 20,000 miles and an excess mileage charge of 3.52ppm 
(MINI 3-door Hatch), 3.68ppm (MINI 5-door Hatch) and 4.18ppm (BMW 1 Series). Applies for new vehicles ordered between 1 July and 30 September and registered by 31 December 2018 (subject to availability). At the end of your agreement you must return the vehicle 
and vehicle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable. Available subject to status to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. The amount of VAT you can reclaim depends on your business VAT status. Terms and 
conditions apply. Offer may be varied, withdrawn or extended at any time. Hire provided by BMW Group Corporate Finance. BMW Group Corporate Finance is a trading style of Alphabet (GB) Limited, Alphabet House, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB.

BMW (UK) Ltd, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB. Registered in England and Wales 1378137. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for credit broking activities.

Teach your students to drive in 
the BMW 1 Series for the ultimate 
premium learning to drive experience, 
at an affordable monthly rental.
With an impressive standard specification including 
all the latest technology, your learner drivers will be 
passed in no time.

For more information please contact your Local Business 
Development Manager on 01293 831340.

Vines of Gatwick, Stephenson Way, Three Bridges, 
Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1TN 

@VinesGroupBMW    |    vinesofgatwickbmw.co.uk

THE BMW 1 SERIES 
5-DOOR HATCH 
MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £283
(PLUS £850 INITIAL RENTAL^) 
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WELCOME
HAT IS THE FUTURE of motoring? The government has 
announced ambitious new plans for trials for self-driving vehicles. It 
hopes the UK will be at the forefront of this pioneering technology. 

Much as I welcome anything that has the potential to improve 
road safety, this all feels rather rushed. It is a lot of money to spend 
on a technology that still has a lot of unanswered questions. Has 
anyone ever really asked whether we really want or need self-

driving cars? Auto Express’s Mike Rutherford is sceptical, and has our final word on 
page 70. Carly Brookfield looks into the issue as well, in her feature on page 27.

Reducing pollution is vital, and a number of cities are looking into clean air zones. 
April sees the introduction of the ultra low emission zone in London. The message 
from the government is confusing; they want local authorities to implement clean air 
zones, which are supposed to encourage cleaner vehicles, but they don’t seem keen 
on incentivising the purchase of zero-emission capable cars in the first place. They 
recently decreased the number of cars eligible for a grant. I explore the positives and 
negatives around clean air zones on page 37, and electric vehicles on page 54.

We also discuss the dangers of distraction and the role technology plays – 
whether by helping to improve safety or by causing more of a distraction for drivers. 
Read the feature on page 20. 
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& FEEDBACK
HELPDESK

Call the ADI helpdesk Mon to Fri 
8am–6pm or send your questions and 

comments to 11, Gleneagles Court, 
Brighton Road, Crawley RH10 6AD or 

help@driving.org

HAVE A QUESTION  
OR COMMENT?

020 8686 8010
I have had a pupil contact me for some lessons 
but he has 8 points on his provisional licence. 
Learners can only have 6 and then they are 
disqualified. I don’t think this is right. Can you 
confirm if I can take him for lessons or not as I 
don’t think I can. 

This can be a bit of a confusing one and is a fairly 
common question. The New Driver Act begins from 
when a driver passes their practical driving test. They 
then have the 6 penalty point limit for the first two years 
where their licence will be revoked if they get 6 or more 
points in this time. 

If a learner has points on their provisional licence that 
are still valid, they will be carried over to their full licence 
when they pass, even it if did exceed 6 points. If they get 
any more points that take them up to 6 or more within 
two years, then their licence will be revoked. 

I think I am right in saying that if a driver wants to 
get their manual licence and they currently have 
an auto licence, that they don’t need to retake 
their theory test, but they do need to take a test 
for the manual? I have been contacted by a lady 
who wants her manual licence now who has 
held her auto licence for four years. If you could 
confirm I would appreciate it. 

You are absolutely correct in what you say. So yes, they 
will need to sit a practical test in a manual car, but they 
will not need to take another theory test and they won’t 
need to reapply for another provisional licence. The cost 
of the test will be the same as usual. 

One of my ex pupils (from a long time ago) has 
contacted me to ask if they can drive a  
motorhome as they are planning a trip in the 
summer. Can they do this? 

This depends on a few factors. You need to know the 
size of the motorhome that they want to drive and its 
weight. Anything over 3.5 tonnes possibly needs another 
licence category added. You also need to check they 
have a full car licence already, when they passed their 
test and how old are they (assuming they are over 
18). 

If they need a C1 licence (for vehicles between 3.5t and 
7.5t) and assuming they are over 18 and passed their 
test after 1 January 1997, they can apply for provisional 
entitlement for a C1 and will need to take the test. You 
can check this out on the GOV.UK website. 

A

A

Q

Q

Contrary to what you said last month, I believe 
the rules on using adaptive cruise control in a 
test have changed. Could you confirm this?

A decision was made fairly recently by DVSA to allow 
the use of adaptive cruise control during tests and they 
are very supportive of vehicle technology in general. 
DVSA recognises the function of vehicle technology 
systems as so many vehicles have technology as 
standard now, for example adaptive cruise control. 
Clearly this means that ADIs should be incorporating 
such technology into their everyday training so drivers 
can use these systems during their test if they choose 
and once they pass their test. 

It is not mandatory that a candidate uses cruise control 
or adaptive cruise control on a test, but if they choose to 
do so, and use it safely and where appropriate, then this 
is perfectly acceptable. 

The DVSA understands that it could be some time 
before they see test candidates using these features on 
test, but both the DVSA and ADIs need to stay ahead 
of the game and encourage the training and safe use of 
this and other advanced driver assisted systems (ADAS) 
as we approach a transitional period into many more 
ADAS features and car technology generally.  

A
Q
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Public support for mandatory re-testing
Public support for regular mandatory driver re-testing has increased 
following the Duke of Edinburgh’s recent car crash, new research 
shows.

Drivers are backing a change in the law, which would force every 
motorist to retake their test, either at set intervals or in old age, in order to 
keep their licence.

Two in three motorists now support the idea of compulsory driving  
re-tests. A majority suggest that they should take place once licence-
holders are 70 or over, according to new survey results.

The policy has been growing in favour for some time, with just over half 
of drivers backing re-tests in the first half of January, but support surged 
after 97-year-old Prince Philip’s Land Rover crashed into another car and 
overturned.

The findings emerged in research by BuyaCar.co.uk, which began 
canvassing opinion on mandatory re-testing before the incident.

The sudden marked shift in public opinion also revealed a belief that 
it’s not just elderly drivers who could benefit: three in five respondents 
thought that every motorist should be tested every ten years – a higher 
proportion than before the crash.

However, a majority believed that this should be linked to age, with 
opinion fairly evenly split on a range of options between the ages of 70 
and 90.

Austin Collins, managing director of BuyaCar.co.uk, said: “Our findings 
suggest that policy makers could come under pressure now, from 
public opinion, to revisit the idea of routinely re-testing drivers. And that 
could mean the Duke of Edinburgh’s accident ultimately leading to an 
improvement in road safety.

“Some might find it surprising that a majority of drivers are supporting a 
policy that would eventually see them re-tested, but some earlier research 
might help to explain: we found that 64% of motorists thought that their 
driving was better than average, so they are unlikely to be worried about 
the prospect of taking another driving test.”

We asked our DIA members on social media about this topic. Angela 
Starlet said: “I think, on renewal of your driving licence every 10 years, 
you should have to have an eyesight test, and pass the theory test. If you 
can’t pass either or both, you’re off the road, at least until you can. After 
all, we expect this of learners at the start, so why don’t we simply reinforce 

it periodically? It would go a long way to improving road safety, and save 
the emergency services a fortune too.”

While Mark Cole commented: “Firstly, the DVSA simply don’t have 
the number of staff to cope with mandatory retesting and neither is this 
necessary. 

“We could look at assessment via a qualified ADI – every 10 years. A 
simple traffic light system could be used to flag up who is OK to drive, 
who requires training and who needs a full-blown test. Eye tests could 
be conducted simultaneously. By filtering out those who are driving well, 
we could ensure those requiring help receive it. Those involved in traffic 
collisions or acquiring points would need to be reviewed every five years.”

Our Twitter survey found 76% were in favour of mandatory retesting, 
with 55 respondants.

HOW OLD IS TOO OLD?
While the number of people over 90 holding a driving licence in Britain has 
been on the rise, recently topping 100,000, driving in your 90s remains 
a contentious topic. Prince Philip has decided to voluntarily give up his 
driving licence after his accident.

In November 2018, the number of over-70s in the UK holding full driving 
licences exceeded five million for the first time, according to figures from 
the Driver and Vehicle Licencing Agency (DVLA).

Despite crashes involving elderly drivers prompting calls for bans and 
driving restrictions, younger drivers still pose more of a risk.

AA president Edmund King said: “Young, predominantly male, drivers 
are much more likely to crash within six months of passing their test than 
older drivers within six months of hanging up their keys.

“Older drivers often self-restrict their driving by not driving at night and 
only driving on familiar roads.”

There were 11,245 people involved in road traffic accidents where the 
driver was over 70 – equating to two per 1,000 licence holders.

For Britain’s 2.8 million drivers aged 17 to 24, the rate was more than 
four times as high, at nine per 1,000.

In the UK, 110,790 people aged 90 or over still held driving licences, 
according to the figures released by the DVLA in November. There were 
314 licence holders aged at least 100. The oldest were four people who 
were 107.
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Increase in driver 
retraining courses
The use of driver retraining courses as an alternative to penalty points 
and a fine has increased by more than a third in the past five years, 
new figures show.

Press Association analysis of data from the National Driver Offender 
Retraining Scheme found that 1.45 million UK drivers completed a 
course after committing a motoring offence in 2018.

This is up 36% on the total of 1.07 million in 2013. Courses have 
been attended by more than 10 million people since 2010.

Speed awareness courses were by far the busiest last year, with 
1.19 million attendees.

Nearly 110,000 motorists were sent on recently introduced 
motorway awareness courses. These focus on boosting understanding 
of smart motorway laws such as variable speed limits and the use of 
red X signals to illustrate when the left hand lane is closed.

Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said: “This data 
suggests that, astonishingly, as many as one in four drivers has 
now been sent back to the classroom for breaking road traffic law 
– hopefully to emerge as ambassadors for better, more responsible 
motoring behaviours.

“While the logic of sending drivers who commit minor transgressions 
back to the classroom is clear, it begs the question of what should 
be done in a similar vein to tutor those found guilty of more serious 
breaches of the rules of the roads before they injure or kill themselves 
or others?”

First year of driving 
costs a fortune
Young drivers are spending more than £9,000 during their first year of 
motoring alone, according to insurance company Admiral.

The research estimates learning to drive costs just under £1,250. 
With vehicles costing thousands of pounds, Admiral says more than 
half of young drivers turn to finance deals to get themselves behind 
the wheel. Most drivers say they have a budget of between £200 and 
£299, but around a quarter claim they are prepared to push that to 
more than £500 to get the car they really want.

As a result, buying a car on finance typically costs drivers somewhere 
between £2,400 and £3,600 for the first year, plus whatever initial 
fees may be included in the deal although some motorists are forking 
out more than £6,000 a year to finance their car.

The average insurance premium for a 17-year-old is £1,889, with 
the average for a woman being £1,660 a year, while the average man 
of the same age will have to pay £2,295.

Add in the cost of fuel and the potential for accidents, speeding 
tickets and parking fines, and young drivers can quickly see the costs 
of motoring soar.

David Stevens, CEO of the Admiral Group, said: “The cost of 
motoring for young drivers can be prohibitive.

“There needs to be much more flexibility to meet the needs of young 
drivers. For example, we need the government to stop looking at car 
insurance as a nice little earner. The insurance premium tax has been 
cranked up repeatedly in recent years and this levy hits those who can 
least afford it the most, notably younger drivers, who typically pay the 
highest premiums. How can it be fair that an 18-year-old student must 
pay four or five times as much tax on top of his insurance premium than 
his 48-year-old father?”
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MP jailed for lying about 
speeding offence
Fiona Onasanya has become the UK’s first sitting MP to be jailed in almost 
30 years after she was sentenced to three months in prison. 

The Labour MP for Peterborough was found guilty of perverting the 
course of justice following a retrial in December after she lied to the police 
to avoid a speeding ticket. 

The former solicitor lied “persistently and deliberately” to officers 
about who was driving her car in an attempt to avoid penalty points, 
after the vehicle was recorded at 41mph in a 30mph zone near Thorney, 
Cambridgeshire.

Mr Justice Stuart-Smith jailed the politician for three months at the Old 
Bailey, keeping open the possibility she could keep her seat and remain 
on the parliamentary payroll. 

Passing down the sentence, the judge said: “That is the shortest 
sentence I am able to impose”. He added: “There cannot be one way for 
those in positions of power, privilege and responsibility and another for 
those that are not.” 

Parliamentary rules require the removal of an MP who is jailed for 12 
months or more. But if the sentence is less than that a recall petition can 
force a by-election if it is signed by more than 10% of the electorate in 
her constituency.

John Apter, chairman of the Police Federation, has warned about the impact of 
reducing the number of traffic patrols.

Speaking at the National Roads Policing Conference, he said: “It’s like the 
Wacky Races out there with some of the stuff we see. A lack of a visible deterrent 
for motorists will mean that their behaviour is not moderated. 

“And those who wish to drive in an anti-social dangerous way, without fear of 
being caught, will do so.

“On journeys now, you’ll see motorists regularly driving in an anti-social, 
dangerous and aggressive way. They’re just not being caught. They’re driving 
without a care.

“What we need are police officers on the ground, the visible deterrent. We need 
the drink, drug, aggressive, dangerous driver to be fearful of being caught.”

He added: “The motorway is a hostile environment to be on out of the vehicle. 
Tragically, we see more people killed who have been involved in a relatively minor 
collision who get out of their vehicle on the hard shoulder and are hit.

“We have police officers who have been killed or have been seriously injured 
when they stop on the hard shoulder. Smart motorways must take all of that into 
account as it does cause a greater risk.”

Chief Constable Anthony Bangham, roads policing lead for the National Police 
Chiefs’ Council (NPCC), echoed Apter’s call for more officers.

He said five preventable deaths occur on the nation’s road network every day. 
Those figures have reduced from 2,946 in 2007 to 1,1793 a decade later, but 
since 2011 they have started to plateau.

He said: “Working together, we want safe, secure and efficient roads. Police 
officers play a vital role in disrupting criminality and reducing death and serious 
injury on our network.

“If we look at the data, it shows a 39% reduction in deaths since 2007.  But 
from 2011 onwards, you start to see a flattening out. After many years of decline, 
you can see for yourselves that all the signs are that this is going to get worse, it is 
getting worse and if we don’t address the problem, we are going to see all those 
declines reversed.”

Anthony Bangham said his focus for 2019 will be to work towards the goal of 
safer roads, safer speeds, safer road users and vehicles and post-crash response. 
He will also be seeking to encourage more forces to prioritise roads policing and 
to join him in calling for the investment that is starting to happen, to filter through 
to roads policing.

UK roads are like “Wacky Races”
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One vehicle was stolen every five minutes in 
2018. 

Official data released by the Home Office 
shows the number of thefts has nearly doubled 
over the last five years, with almost 120,000 
vehicles reported stolen last year.

This news comes after a report revealed 
thieves are increasingly using technology to 
bypass entry systems on keyless cars. Four 
of the five best-selling models in the UK are 
thought to be susceptible to keyless theft or 
‘relay’ attacks, according to recent research 
from Which?

Research from the German General 
Automobile Club (ADAC) analysed by 
consumer publication Which? found four out of 
the top five best-selling cars in the UK – the 
Ford Fiesta, VW Golf, Nissan Qashqai and Ford 
Focus – were vulnerable to keyless  thefts.

The Vauxhall Corsa – the third best-selling 
car – is not available with a keyless system, and 
so is immune to such attacks. Only the Jaguar 
I-Pace, and the latest versions of the Land 
Rover Discovery and Range Rover, were able to 
fully resist keyless theft attempts.

Figures for the financial year 2013-14 
uncovered a total of 75,308 stolen vehicles 
– a figure which increased to 111,999 in  
2017-18.

A further 106,210 vehicles were either 
stolen or ‘taken without authorisation’ over the 
period – up by 43% – while 5,789 fell under 
the category of ‘aggravated vehicle taking’.

RAC Insurance director Mark Godfrey said: 
“These figures show a very alarming 49% 
increase in vehicle thefts in just five years. In 

2018, nearly 120,000 thefts were reported, 
the equivalent of one being stolen every five 
minutes or 300 a day.

“They also paint a very depressing picture of 
a society where it is all too easy for gangs of 
thieves to break in and steal vehicles, and where 
there are fewer police officers to catch them 
and bring them to justice.

“From 2013 to 2018 we lost 5,975 police 
officers, but looking further back to 2006 the 
story is even worse with 21,958 fewer officers 
which represents a 15% reduction.”

The Home Office figures also show a total 
280,032 instances of thefts from vehicles – an 
8% year-on-year increase, but slightly down on 
the 285,047 recorded back in 2012-13.

Policing minister, Nick Hurd, announced a 
new taskforce to tackle vehicle theft.

The taskforce includes representatives from 
the National Police Chiefs’ Council, the SMMT, 
Thatcham Research, Retail Motor Industry, 
Motorcycle Industry Association and the 
Association of British Insurers.

Mark Godfrey added: “Every vehicle stolen 
and not returned safely to its owner represents a 
cost that is borne by every motorist who lawfully 
pays their insurance. If the number of thefts 
could be reduced, then insurance premiums 
would undoubtedly be lower.

“Aside from this it is impossible to 
underestimate the impact on individuals and 
business who suffer from this type of crime.”

The ADAC advises owners that wrapping 
keyless keys in tinfoil is no guarantee the 
signals will be blocked from potential thieves’ 
equipment, as even the smallest gap in the 

foil could allow signals to escape. Instead, the 
ADAC advises owners to find out if the keyless 
system can be deactivated. Our feature on page 
52 has more tips on preventing keyless theft.

BMW and Mercedes have also added motion 
sensors to their wireless key fobs, so they only 
generate signals when they key is moving. This 
means thieves shouldn’t be able to clone the 
keys’ signal when they are sitting dormant at 
home.

Mike Hawes, chief executive of the Society of 
Motor Manufacturers and Traders, said the car 
industry “takes vehicle crime extremely seriously 
and any claims otherwise are “§categorically 
untrue”. Hawes added that new cars “are more 
secure than ever, and the latest technology 
has helped bring down theft dramatically with, 
on average, less than 0.3% of the cars on our 
roads stolen”.

Calling car theft “an ongoing battle”, Hawes 
explained that “manufacturers continue to invest 
billions in ever more sophisticated security 
features”, but that “technology can only do 
so much and we continue to call for action to 
stop the open sale of equipment with no legal 
purpose that helps criminals steal cars”.

The manufacturers who responded to 
the investigation by Which? said they took 
theft seriously, with several echoing Hawes’ 
comments that the risk of theft remains low. 
Which? highlighted that the keyless systems 
in older Mercedes models can be deactivated 
by pressing the lock button on the key twice, 
while Mazda will deactivate its keyless system 
for free, a service also offered by Peugeot on 
its new 508.

Sharp increase in vehicle theft
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Smart motorways not 
smart for safety, warn 
police
Police have expressed concern over smart motorways, warning they 
will make it more difficult to catch dangerous drivers.

Senior officers have stated that the lack of an emergency lane will 
mean it is impossible to pull over problem drivers.

David Blundell, who leads on roads policing for the Police 
Federation, said: “The difficulty with smart motorways is that they are 
difficult for the police to operate on, there’s no hard shoulder, so where 
do we safely stop another motorist if they have committed an offence 
or we want to give them some advice?

“The answer is we can’t and we have to wait miles and miles and 
miles until we’re able to do that. There are lots of questions that need 
to be asked.”

Large stretches of Britain’s motorway network are being upgraded 
with new technology intended to improve traffic flow and ease 
congestion.

Among the initiatives being rolled out is the removal of hard 
shoulders from around 300 miles of the busiest stretches.

Survey reveals concern 
over seatbelt usage 
among young drivers
Half of drivers aged 18-24 admit to being in a car with someone not 
wearing a seatbelt in the past year according to a survey of 2,000 
drivers conducted by road safety charity Brake. 

Young drivers are nearly three times more likely to be in a car with 
someone who hasn’t belted up than all other age groups, and more 
than eight times more likely than drivers over 65. 

The survey was published on the 36th anniversary of seatbelt 
wearing becoming compulsory in the UK. 

The survey results come after the latest casualty statistics from the 
Department for Transport show that 27% of the 787 occupants who 
died in 2017 were not wearing seatbelts. This equates to 212 lives 
that could have been saved if a seatbelt was being used, more than 
four people every week. This is in comparison to 20% in 2016. 

Failure to wear a seatbelt carries an on-the-spot fine of £100, which 
can rise to £500 if the case goes to court.  

Josh Harris, director of campaigns for Brake said: “Wearing a 
seatbelt became compulsory almost 40 years ago and so it comes as 
a real shock to hear half of young drivers admit they’ve been in a car 
with someone not belted up in the past year. 

“We know seatbelts save lives and yet there are still four people a 
week who needlessly die on our roads when not belted up. Soon we 
will see seatbelt reminders made mandatory on all seats in new cars 
– a great step forward.

“Unfortunately, we’ve found that young people are most exposed to 
this issue and they are far less likely to be purchasing new vehicles. 
We need the government to target safety campaigns at the younger 
generations to make sure they hear loud and clear that seatbelts save 
lives. 

“Ultimately every death on the road is preventable but a death of 
someone not wearing a seatbelt could so easily be avoided.”

 RAC road safety spokesperson Pete Williams said the figures 
should prompt government action.

“Buckling up takes seconds and saves lives, and it is difficult to 
comprehend why a driver or passenger of any age would choose not 
to do this and put themselves at risk.

“Perhaps young drivers feel they are so cocooned in modern 
vehicles that boast myriad safety features that they don’t need to 
worry about the basics like using a seatbelt, and it might also explain 
why many people continue to believe they can safely multitask while 
driving, like using a handheld mobile phone.

“Younger drivers are disproportionately involved in accidents and 
these findings should perhaps be a prompt to the government to try 
and understand on a deeper level why this is the case and what can be 
done the reduce collision rates among drivers of this age.”
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Government moves forward on advanced 
trials for self-driving vehicles
The government has announced it will move forward with advanced 
trials of automated vehicles as long as they have passed rigorous safety 
assessments.

In response to feedback from industry, the government has also announced 
that its code of practice for testing automated vehicles will be strengthened to 
set even clearer expectations for safe and responsible trials.

The UK’s market for connected and automated vehicles is estimated to 
be worth £52 billion by 2035. The government hopes this will be a major 
boost to a sector open to investment from the world’s brightest transport 
technology companies. The government has committed to having fully 
self-driving vehicles on UK roads by 2021, as part of the its modern 
Industrial Strategy.

Jesse Norman, future of mobility minister, said: “The government is 
supporting the safe, transparent trialling of this pioneering technology, 
which could transform the way we travel.”

Richard Harrington, automotive minister, said: “We need to ensure we 
take the public with us as we move towards having self-driving cars on 
our roads by 2021. The update to the code of practice will provide clearer 
guidance to those looking to carry out trials on public roads.

“The code of practice, first published in 2015, makes clear that 
automated vehicle trials are possible on any UK road provided they are 
compliant with UK law – including testing with a remote driver. The update 

to the code acknowledges the growing desire of industry to conduct more 
advanced trials, and a process to handle such trials on public roads is now 
being developed.

“Under the strengthened code, those carrying out trials for automated 
vehicles will be expected to publish safety information, trial performance 
reports and to carry out risks assessments before conducting a trial. 
Trialling organisations are also expected to inform the relevant authorities, 
emergency services, and anyone who might be affected by trial activity.”

Road safety charity, Brake, has welcomed the move, as part of a safe 
systems approach to road safety.

Josh Harris, director of campaigns for Brake, said: “Connected and 
autonomous vehicles have huge potential to eliminate driver error and put 
an end to the daily tragedy of deaths and serious injuries on our roads. We 
support the leading role being played by UK government on this important 
agenda for the future of safety and mobility.

“Connected and autonomous vehicles, and their implications, are hugely 
complex and so it is vital that people and their needs are put at the centre 
of this technological shift. As well as offering huge advances in safety 
these developments must also help increase active travel, increasing 
space for people in our towns and cities, rather than diminishing it.”

For more information on self-driving vehicles, turn to our feature on 
page 27.
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exclusive Renault Clio leasing deal.
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HELPDESK
BUSINESS

KEITH HALSTEAD 
HMRC RELEASES ITS LATEST LIST 
OF OUTRAGEOUS EXCUSES & 
EXPENSE CLAIMS

F YOU’VE MISSED the deadline for 
filing your return, or want to find some 
additional expense to offset against 
your profits, why not try this hilarious list 
of taxpayer brazen abuse?

Just before the filing deadline of 
31 January for personal tax returns, 

HMRC again released its latest list of terrible excuses 
for missing the deadline, as well as top failed expense 
claims.

These hilarious excuses and claims never fail to amuse. 
From evil curses to expensing nearly £1k for a TV and 
sound bar, the range of abuse that is seen by HMRC 
each year defies belief. Yes, really, one self assessment 
taxpayer tried to blame their late tax return on a curse, 
while a carpenter tried to expense £900 for a 55-inch TV 
and a sound bar. A 55-inch TV and sound bar are great 
for catching up on the Netflix backlog, although it’s more 
difficult to see how a decent home cinema setup can 
help price jobs, as was claimed by one self-employed 
carpenter. Needless to say, the claim was roundly 
rejected by HMRC.

Generally speaking all expenses need be “wholly 
and exclusively” for business purposes. But in practice, 
it’s possible to claim for equipment mainly used in a 
business, like computers and printers, through the capital 
allowance regime, with a deduction for personal use. 

HERE ARE THE MOST RIDICULOUS LATE TAX 
RETURN EXCUSES
1. My mother-in-law is a witch and put a curse on me.
2. I’m too short to reach the post box.
3. I was just too busy – my first maid left, my second 

maid stole from me, and my third maid was very 
slow to learn.

4. Our junior member of staff registered our client 
in self assessment by mistake because they were 
not wearing their glasses (should’ve gone to 
Specsavers?).

5. My boiler had broken and my fingers were too cold 
to type.

Keith Halstead MA 
(Oxon) FCA has been a 
partner in the chartered 
accountancy profession 
for more than 20 years. 
He is responsible for 
a wide range of owner 
managed businesses, 
including driving 
instructors. He currently 
heads up the DIA Tax 
Service for members. 

ABOUT THE 
WRITER

TOP FAILED SELF-EMPLOYED EXPENSES 
CLAIMS
1. A carpenter (as above) claiming £900 for a 55-inch 

TV and sound bar to help him price his jobs.
2. £40 on extra woolly underwear, for five years.
3. £756 for my pet dog insurance.
4. A music subscription so I can listen to music while 

I work.
5. A family holiday to Nigeria.

With regard to filing a late tax return, last year’s top 
excuse went to: “I couldn’t file my return on time as my 
wife has been seeing aliens and won’t let me enter the 
house.” The supernatural theme continued this year, with 
the mother-in-law curse as described above.  

Angela MacDonald, HMRC Director General of 
Customer Services, said: “We want to make it as simple 
as possible for our customers to do their tax returns and 
the majority make the effort to do them right and on time. 
But each year we still come across some poor excuses 
and expenses which range from problems with maids to 
televisions. 

“Help will always be provided for those who have a 
genuine excuse for not submitting their return on time but 
it’s unfair to the majority of honest taxpayers when others 
make bogus claims.”

Simply Business, who sell business insurance, has 
made a short video that lists their top 10 favourite 
excuses for late tax returns over the years. Why not try 
one of them this year if you’re late filing your return: 
“My husband told me the deadline was 31 March”. 

I
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“I couldn’t file my return on time as 
my wife has been seeing aliens and 

won’t let me enter the house”
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to working ADIs. We’ll be catching up on developments 
to ORDIT and the Part 3, looking at Standards Check 
performance and raising queries and channelling 
feedback on areas of DVSA delivery – from examiner 
conduct to the efficacy of the test booking system.  

Technology will be a big topic, with an opportunity to 
tap into developments to the theory test and an expected 
update on the introduction of tablets and connected test 
reports for Examiners. 

One big question related to the development of new 
technology is an agenda item being tabled by DIA as 
to where we are in terms of developing a driver training 
and testing regime in tandem with the rapidly advancing 
development of driverless cars. For more on this topic, 
you can read my feature on page 27.

We’ll also be joined by DVSA’s enforcement team who 
have recently assumed more of a role in ADI enforcement, 
so we can gain a better understanding of their work and 
how it impacts trainers. 

So, on February 14th, think of me enjoying a romantic 
liaison with the regulator. It might not be all wine and 
roses, but there will certainly be some passion in the 
room about improving our industry. Report to follow! 

Read previous reports from the steering group for 
national approved driving instructor associations 
at www.n-a-s-p.co.uk

EBRUARY IS MY BIRTHDAY month 
and here I am writing this column on 
my actual birthday (it’s a Monday, and 
sadly no one but the dog is around to 
party with). 

I’m spending Valentine’s Day in 
even more grand and romantic style, sharing the love 
with fellow association heads and DVSA at our National 
Associations Strategic Partnership (NASP) quarterly 
catch up in Nottingham. 

And I will try and share the love because on previous 
occasions I’ve been less than gushing about the 
partnership between stakeholders and regulator because 
my passionate feelings about important issues (like 
safeguarding) in the sector have probably left colleagues 
feeling like I don’t love them at all!

These meetings, however, are as much about solving 
issues as they are about raising them. As Chair this time, 
I have an agenda full of issues and challenges to raise – 
as will (fairly) DVSA. 

Passions run high as both the associations and the 
regulator will sometimes have differing views on both 
problem and solution – but what I will say is that all are 
committed to creating resolutions to the issues and 
finding ways forward for the profession to thrive and 
strive for improved levels of performance.  

On this month’s agenda are several topics of relevance 

REPORT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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CARLY BROOKFIELD
SHARING THE LOVE ON 
VALENTINE’S DAY IN AN 
IMPORTANT INDUSTRY MEETING

Carly has over 18 years 
experience in senior 
management helping to 
develop and promote 
both private and public 
sector bodies including 
professional membership 
and industry bodies in the 
medical, education and 
financial services arena. 
She is also an experienced 
campaigner and lobbyist 
on road safety issues and 
member of the DfT’s Road 
Safety Delivery Group and 
a board member of the 
research and knowledge  
hub The Road Safety 
Observatory.

ABOUT THE 
WRITER
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“Technology will be a big topic, 
with an opportunity to tap 
into developments to the  

theory test”

“All are committed to creating 
resolutions to the issues and 
finding ways forward for the 

profession to thrive”
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We as ADIs and motorcycle instructors try to prepare 
our customers to become safe drivers and riders but as 
we all know too well, it’s very difficult to get drivers and 
riders to take up post-test training. 

I am not aware if the rider had any post-test training 
and I’m not in any way suggesting that this rider was 
at fault but could further training have prevented this 
collision? Could the driver of the car have benefitted 
from further training? Was the driver nervous and had 
not driven on this type of road? Did the driver lack 
confidence in dealing with the motorcyclist following their 
car?

Was the rider over-confident in his riding ability? There 
are many questions that remain unanswered, surrounding 
how the collision could have been prevented.

I’m not suggesting that the court’s decision was right 
or wrong, apportioning blame is its domain. Preventing 
collisions is everyone’s responsibility, while we take our 
role in this seriously.

Often the only goal of our customers, pupils, and 
trainees is licence acquisition. We, and our association, 
try to convince everyone that further training is the way 
forward. I wish that the relevant statutory authorities 
could do more to do the same.

“As we all know too well,  
it’s very difficult to get drivers 

and riders to take up  
post-test training”
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COMMENT
GUEST

WONDERED IF MY ADI 
COLLEAGUES saw the article in the 
motorcycle press regarding a rider 
colliding with another vehicle.

Most people believe if you run 
into the back of another vehicle you 

are automatically at fault. In November of last year a 
motorcyclist collided with the rear of a car and fractured 
his wrist and knee. Not to mention the damage of the 
psychological impact of such a collision.

It happened on the A82, the main northbound route 
to Oban in Scotland. He was heading north travelling 
at 55mph, and the car ahead of him was travelling 
at 50mph. As the rider prepared to overtake, the car 
suddenly braked. The rider attempted to brake as well 
but unfortunately collided with the rear of the car which 
was, by then, stationary.

After the accident his insurers advised him that, as he 
had clearly run into the rear of the car, he would have to 
accept responsibility. The rider was unhappy with this 
advice and decided to contact a specialist solicitor, who 
took on his case.

They argued that as he was 50-60 metres behind 
the vehicle when the driver braked that this was an 
appropriate distance and that the rider could not have 
anticipated that the driver would have braked for no 
apparent reason. 

The case was heard in Edinburgh Sheriff’s Court and 
the sheriff found in favour of the rider, stating: “There 
is no rule that the collision by one vehicle into the back 
of the other automatically gave rise to an inference of 
negligence on the part of the following driver”. 

The sheriff determined that, given the distance at 
which the rider was following, he had complied with the 
Highway Code’s two-second rule.

I understand that Scottish and English courts and 
legislation may differ and therefore cases heard may not 
necessarily become case law in different parts of the 
United Kingdom.

I
Jim Milton is a car and 
motorcycle trainer, and 
Diamond examiner.
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JIM MILTON 
POST-TEST TRAINING IS SO 
VALUABLE, BUT NEEDS MORE 
SUPPORT FROM AUTHORITIES
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ECHNOLOGY HAS ALWAYS 
SHAPED our driving experience; from 
the advent of new safety features to 
advances in engine sizes and in-car 
mod cons. 

At the moment we are facing a 
new revolution with driverless cars 

on the horizon. Of course, fully autonomous cars are 
still a long way away, but their development throws up 
many questions for related industries. How will they be 
insured? Who will be considered ‘at fault’ in the event of 
a collision? How will we adapt the process for learning to 
drive and the driving test? 

As driving instructors, you will know only too well 
the importance of instilling a sensible attitude into your 
learners. Impulse control and decision-making are not 
always easy to master, but they are crucial for drivers to 
develop so they can make safe choices when driving.

But, in fully autonomous cars, there is the potential that 
it will not be the driver who makes these decisions, but 
the car itself. 

The reaction times of autonomous vehicles, which are 
helped by sensors, cameras and radar systems are likely 
to be faster than those of a human driver. Added to that, 
an autonomous vehicle is also more likely to travel within 
the speed limit. 

But there will still be situations when they must make 
split-second decisions to avoid, or mitigate, casualties. 
So how can the software programmers responsible for 
the ‘minds’ of driverless cars begin to work out how these 
cars should behave in tricky situations?

There is an ongoing consultation by the Law 
Commission into Automated Vehicles, looking at 
precisely this. And in Germany, the ethics for autonomous 
vehicles make clear that in the event of an unavoidable 
collision, any distinction based on personal features, such 
as age, gender and ethnicity is strictly prohibited. 

 A recent AA/Populus survey question showed 
driverless cars could have to make life-and-death 
decisions that more than a third of drivers would prefer 

T

COMMENT
KING’S

Edmund King is 
best known for media 
appearances on the 
subject of motoring 
and transport policy. 
He is president of the 
Automobile Association 
and a visiting professor 
of transport at Newcastle 
University
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EDMUND KING OBE
THE DIFFICULT DECISIONS 
AROUND DRIVERLESS CARS
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not to think about until they happen.
More than half say that, should they be the passenger 

in a fully autonomous vehicle, and it had no choice but to 
crash, it should put them at risk if the alternatives risked 
more lives.

Surprisingly, more people were willing to put 
themselves at risk of death if they themselves were 
the passenger, as opposed to a generic ‘passenger’ 
travelling in the car (54%). Yet one in 20 felt the vehicle 
should hit someone else. Respondents had the option to 
select a collision involving two children who had run into 
the road, or with two elderly pedestrians walking on the 
pavement. 

How this technology develops will be very interesting 
to watch. Putting ethical questions to one side, 
autonomous cars should create a fantastic opportunity 
for people who struggle to access consistent forms of 
mobility, like the elderly and disabled.

And, like all new technology that has changed the way 
we drive, it will have been rigorously tested to ensure it is 
as safe as possible before it is a feature of our roads. 

Any transition to the use of ‘driverless technology’ will 
mean that the driver (or co-pilot) will need to be fully 
trained to take-over driving or indeed assist with driving 
in some scenarios. 

It is likely that fully autonomous vehicles would only be 
allowed on dedicated roads or lanes until the technology 
really is proven. Hence the role and skills of the ADI may 
well change but will still be absolutely crucial in the years 
ahead.

“We are facing a new revolution 
with driverless cars on  

the horizon”
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Call today or visit our website for more information
0344 9842 515    www.fbtc.co.uk      

Call today or visit our website for more informationCall today or visit our website for more information

The specialist accountancy service
for independant and franchised 
driving instructors
A trusted and reliable accountancy and tax support 
service offering peace of mind and value for money.

• HMRC Registration
• Annual accounts and Tax Returns
• Tax and Accountancy advice and support
• HMRC Investigation Support
• Access to the FBTC Members area
• Online Cashbook
• Income Projections
• Professional References

Join now and enjoy 
4 months free*
*Terms and conditions apply, call us for details.

Special Offer
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KATHY MANSON LOOKS AT THE LATEST STUDIES INTO DRIVER 
DISTRACTION AND EXPLORES THE ISSUES AROUND TECHNOLOGY AND 
WHETHER WE CAN CHANGE DRIVER BEHAVIOUR

DRIVEN TO 
DISTRACTION 

RIVER DISTRACTION IS 
A COMMON CAUSE of 
road accidents and near 
misses. Distractions impede 
a driver’s ability to spot 
hazards. A split second 

lapse in concentration could result in a crash 
as vehicles can travel many metres in a short 
amount of time. At 30mph a car travels 100 
feet in 2.3 seconds.

Department for Transport statistics reveal 
that in 2016, out of 1,445 fatal crashes in 
Britain that resulted in one or more deaths, 
the police recorded 397 incidences of the 
contributory factor of “failure to look” and a 
further 140 incidences of the contributory 
factors of driver in-vehicle distractions, 
distractions outside the vehicle, and phone use. 

Drivers may check their phone because 
they believe they are in control and have time 
to react if danger arises. There is academic 
evidence that drivers cannot divide their 
attention between driving and a secondary 
task without significantly reducing their driving 
performance. They also cannot estimate their 
own levels of distraction effectively. 

It’s a common problem. In a 2014 Cranfield 
University study, out of 11,000 drivers 
observed on roads in St Albans, England, 1 in 
6 were found to be engaged in a distracting 
activity, such as talking on a phone, or to 
a passenger, or smoking. The study found 
younger drivers more likely to be engaged in 
distracting activities. 

The conversation around driver distraction 
often focuses on the dangers of mobile phone 
use behind the wheel. Drivers using mobile 
phones were responsible for 33 deaths on 
Britain’s roads last year. Text driving is twice 
as likely to cause a crash as drink driving. 
Even using a phone hands free increases your 
reaction time – to slower than that of someone 
at the legal alcohol limit. Using a handheld 
phone increases your reaction time even more. 

Mobile use is now the leading cause of 
death on the roads. To try and combat this, 
more stringent rules have been introduced. 
Since 1 March 2017, holding and using a 
phone while driving could result in a £200 fine 
and 6 points added to your licence. If you’re 
involved in a RTA, police can check your phone 
records to see if phone use was a factor.

However distraction is not just about mobile 
phone use. The charity Brake published a 
report on driver distractions. It found that 
distractions can involve:
■ Visual (reading infotainment screens and 

sat navs, looking at objects and people 
outside the vehicle unrelated to the 
driving task)

■ Mental (thinking about something else, 
conversations with passengers and 
phone calls)

■ Auditory (listening to someone on the 
phone, music and noises outside the 
vehicle)

■ Physical (typing, smoking, eating and 
drinking) 

DRIVER MINDSET
When using roads, a driver’s thoughts can 
easily wander to things other than the safety of 
the task at hand. 

Driving, particularly on a familiar route, can 
be perceived as something we can do almost 
on ‘auto-pilot’, or a car can become a place 
where we consciously decide to think about 
other things.  

D
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VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
Increasingly, vehicles are being fitted with 
automated technology. This may encourage 
disengagement with the driving task and 
inattention (such as the driver’s mind 
wandering or choosing to do something else) 
and the driver then has difficulty reengaging in 
time should a hazard arise.

Cruise control enables the vehicle to 
maintain speed and distance from a vehicle 
in front. Manufacturers warn drivers these 
systems require driver attention at all times. 

A driver died in the USA when their Tesla 
collided with a truck. Tesla said: “Neither 
Autopilot nor the driver noticed the white side 
of the tractor trailer against a brightly lit sky, so 
the brake was not applied.” 

Alongside the problem of relying too 
heavily on technology, and not paying enough 
attention, is the issue of technology confusion. 
Modern cars are full of exciting gadgets and 
wizardry, but very few people know what all 
of it is and how to use it. It’s important that 
people get to know their car thoroughly before 
they get behind the wheel, otherwise they’ll be 
fiddling around while driving along. 

MUSIC
As an auditory distraction, music reduces 
driver attention on the road. There is evidence 
that the more complex/loud the music is, the 
greater the distraction. Recent studies have 
suggested that upbeat music increases both 
driver error and aggressive driving. 

EATING AND DRINKING
Eating and drinking can be both a cognitive 
distraction and a physical distraction. A study 
has shown eating or drinking at the wheel 
can increase driver reaction times by 44%. 
A survey by Brake and Direct Line revealed a 
third of drivers admit to eating at the wheel and 
one in 10 had suffered a near-miss because 
they were distracted by food. The worst 
offenders are drivers aged 25-34, with more 
than half of them admitting to unwrapping and 
eating food at the wheel. 

SMOKING
Several studies have found smoking while 
driving increases crash risk. Finding and 
lighting a cigarette within the car causes 
physical and mental distraction. Smoke could 
impair the driver’s vision, and a cigarette falling 
into the driver’s lap or footwell could also 
cause distraction.

Research revealed smoking was the second 
most frequently observed distraction during the 
study, second only to talking to a passenger.

DRIVER INATTENTION
A driver may develop a habit of failing to look 
properly, particularly on a route that is familiar 
to them, but lack ‘metacognitive awareness’ 
about their behaviour (they think they look 
properly). Their attention may be restricted, 
diverted, misprioritised, neglected or cursory. 

The pressure of being late can be a major 
source of distraction. Leaving even five minutes 
earlier allows you to drive more safely, at a 
slower speed and stress-free.

AGE AND EXPERIENCE
A recent study published in the International 
Journal of Epidemiology showed that younger 
drivers (17-29) and older drivers (over 65) 
have a significantly and consistently higher 
risk of causing a road crash due to distracted 
driving, and certain types of driver distraction 
have a greater influence on these age groups 
than any other.

While visual distractions affect drivers of all 
ages, younger drivers are more likely to have 
their driving performance negatively affected by 
auditory distractions, such as music. 

Younger drivers are also more likely to 
succumb to other distractions within the 
vehicle including checking social media, 
messaging, or paying attention to their friends. 
The presence of a peer passenger can be 
associated with a reduction in visual scanning, 
by male drivers in particular, due to cognitive 
distraction triggered by either the physical 
presence of the passenger or the perceived 
expectations of the passenger.  

Dr Neale Kinnear and Dr Alan Stevens from 
the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) 
have put together a report in partnership with 
IAM Driving Road Safety entitled The battle 
for attention: Driver distraction – a review of 
recent research and knowledge. 

It found that studies with young and novice 
drivers suggest that when looking away from 
the road for more than two seconds due to 
engagement with a mobile communication 
device there was a greater risk of a crash or 
near-crash event. For each additional second 
the driver looked away, the risk of a crash or 
near-crash event increased. 

Results also suggest that multiple short 
glances are more beneficial than longer single 
glances. These studies have also noted that 
long glances away from the road for more than 
two seconds are rare but strongly associated 
with the use of mobile electronic devices, and 
that young drivers were more likely than older 
drivers to look away from the road for longer 
periods of time.

According to this report, young and 
inexperienced drivers are at greater crash risk 
due to a lack of mature visual search patterns, 
poor calibration of expected risk with actual 
risk, over-confidence, and an inability to 
anticipate hazards effectively. 

Young drivers are also much more likely 
to own and use mobile phones and other 
electronic devices.

OLDER DRIVERS
In general, research suggests that age-related 
decline in visual perception and cognitive 
executive functions affect older drivers’ driving 
performance. However, this is balanced by 
older drivers choosing when and where they 
drive and also how they drive. 

The TRL report found that while older drivers 
took around a second longer to respond to a 
pedestrian walking out from behind a parked 
car than did younger drivers (in a simulated 
scenario), because of their slower initial speed 
they stopped further from the pedestrian than 
younger drivers. 
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Studies appear to indicate that the effect 
of mobile phone use while driving is greater 
for older drivers when compared with other 
age groups and that older drivers find it more 
difficult to follow route guidance technologies.

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
The TRL report discusses the particular issues 
that professional drivers face with regard to 
distraction. It says professional drivers are 
often required to engage with more in-vehicle 
equipment than private drivers, spend long 
periods of time in their vehicles and can be 
under time pressure. 

Employers are increasingly recognising 
that they have a duty of care towards their 
employees and the public It makes sense to 
have no-distraction policies for technologies 
such as mobile phones when driving.

Most of the evidence for distraction of 
professional drivers comes from studies of 
heavy goods vehicle drivers in the USA. One 
study reported that drivers were performing 
tasks unrelated to driving during 56.5% of 
safety critical events. In addition, drivers who 
texted while driving were 23 times more likely 
to be involved in a safety critical event than 
drivers who did not. 

However, drivers who talked on a mobile 
phone (hands-free or handheld) were no more 
likely to be involved in a safety critical event 
than those who did not. There is evidence that 
drivers self-regulate the demand of the driving 
task when talking on the phone by adjusting 
their speed, following distance and focus.

EXPERIENCE
Differences between novice and experienced 
driver behaviour suggest that appropriate 
attention allocation is acquired through 
experience. However, both inexperienced and 
experienced drivers are affected by performing 
non-driving tasks while driving.

In general, drivers are aware of the risks 
associated with distracting activities. There is a 
particular issue with young and inexperienced 
drivers who have not developed the risk 
awareness and risk management skills that 
experienced drivers employ when interacting 
with in-vehicle devices. 

Experienced drivers typically adjust their 
behaviour to the requirements of traffic 
situations, nevertheless, they too have 
cognitive processing limitations. 

WHAT’S THE ANSWER?
Dr Neale Kinnear and Dr Alan Stevens from 
TRL set out in their report what they think are 
potential solutions for distraction and driving.

TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS 
Apps restricting smartphone functions within 
vehicles are available. They become active 
when the phone’s motion exceeds some 
threshold. Other systems are integrated into 
the vehicle and affect all mobile phones in 
the vehicle through a small transmitter. These 
solutions can, for example, block incoming 
calls, texts and emails while in motion or when 
moving in a specific geographic area. Each 
system has a different strategy for addressing 
the “passenger problem” – whether and how 

to allow calls by someone in motion who is not 
a driver, such as a passenger in a car or a rider 
on a bus or train. 

Such systems can be demonstrated to work 
technically but there is little information on 
their overall effectiveness in practice. Such 
approaches may be more likely to work in a 
fleet or organisational context where the fleet 
owner can have such equipment installed and 
periodically can check how effective it is.

A related technical approach is that of 
“workload management”. The vehicle collects 
sensor information to estimate the driver’s 
workload and then manages tasks and 
information such that the driver is less likely 
to become overloaded. For example, a text 
message might be delayed until the driver has 
left a busy road junction.

In-vehicle warnings and intervention-based 
systems can mitigate distraction – their uptake 
as standard may be a faster route to risk 
reduction than modifying driver behaviour.

DRIVING FOR WORK POLICIES
A number of organisations produce corporate 
guidelines, policies and advice on driver 
distraction. This can be supported and justified 
both in terms of safety and business benefits. 
Governments and companies can influence 
change by setting an example, including 
specific requirements on minimum safety 
levels in their vehicle purchase and supply 
procurement policies.

The risk associated with distracted driving 
and the use of mobile phones and electronic 
devices should clearly be reflected in driving 
for work policies. Employers should ensure 
that the policy is clearly articulated and broadly 
communicated so that employees are aware of 
the existence of the policies.

Simply telling drivers and other road users 
to not be distracted is unlikely to work. 
Technology will continue to develop and 
working with technology manufacturers and 
drivers (and other road users) to identify the 
safest way to interact will likely be more useful. 

Recommendations from the report include:
 ■ Strengthening the advice in the 

Highway Code and the learning to 
drive competency framework regarding 
distracted driving.

 ■ Providing core messages at the early 
stages of road skills development

 ■ Developing education and training 
specifically for the use of emerging 
technology in vehicles.

Driving performance (as measured by things 
like speed management, lane discipline and 
hazard perception) is impaired when a driver 
is distracted. All non-driving related tasks that 
require our attention will reduce the attention 
being paid to safe driving. 

With training and a sensible attitude, driver 
distraction can be minimised. Technology is 
always evolving and it can help us to drive 
more safely, but we must be careful to always 
remain alert and not rely on it completely. No 
distraction is worth the risk.

To read the full TRL report visit:
trl.co.uk/reports/PPR746 
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TIPS FOR LEARNERS
In general, drivers are aware of the risks associated with distraction while driving. 
Young and inexperienced drivers have not developed the risk awareness and risk 
management skills that experienced drivers employ when interacting with  
in-vehicle devices. 

RoSPA suggests some simple steps to avoid distraction. Much of it is common 
sense, but it’s a good list to be able to refer to.

1. IF YOU NEED TO DO SOMETHING DISTRACTING, FIND A SAFE PLACE 
TO PULL OVER
You can prevent yourself from doing distracting things behind the wheel by finding 
a safe place to pull over first. By planning so that you are not trying to drive and do 
other tasks at the same time, you can reduce the likelihood of becoming distracted 
in the vehicle. 

2. RECOGNISE WHAT MAKES YOU DISTRACTED
Many drivers carry out a distracting activity, without realising the extra risk that it 
causes. Eating or changing a CD are examples of activities that drivers may do 
without thinking of the risks involved. Before engaging in an activity, ask yourself 
“will this be distracting?”. Think about how you would feel if you saw another road 
user doing the same thing. 

3. CONCENTRATE ON YOUR DRIVING 
This is easier said than done, especially in uninteresting environments. However, 
attention to thought can reduce the quality of the observations that you make. 
It may be difficult to stop yourself becoming distracted but if you find yourself 
engaged in thought or distracted by other means, then it is important to focus on 
your driving as soon as you realise. 

Make sure that you are ready to drive before setting off for a journey. If you are 
about to drive after an emotional event, then it is best to allow yourself time to cool 
down. 

4. USE TECHNOLOGY SENSIBLY 
In-vehicle technology can be distracting, especially if there are several systems 
in the same vehicle. Never put too many different devices in a vehicle. If you can 
change the settings on the technology, then find ways of using it that is less 
distracting. 

Some mobile phone companies are developing ‘do not disturb’ modes for those 
who are driving, which usually include silencing notifications so the driver does not 
hear the phone when they are driving and is not tempted to answer it. 

5. PLAN YOUR ROUTE IN ADVANCE 
All drivers dedicate a certain amount of time to navigating, this is unavoidable, but 
there are things you can do to reduce the time you spend navigating. By planning 
your route in advance and making sure you have a good idea of the directions, you 
may be able to reduce the time you spend looking for signs and road markings, 
and plan manoeuvres earlier. 

6. TAKE REFRESHER OR FURTHER DRIVER TRAINING POST-TEST
We all pick up bad habits over the years, several of which may be a result or 
cause of distraction. Refresher or further driver training can help drivers to build 
on the skills they have to prioritise events around a vehicle, predict hazards, and 
decide the safest course of action on the road.
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DRIVER DISTRACTION IS 
HAZARDOUS, BUT IT’S IMPORTANT 
THAT WE DON’T FORGET 
ABOUT SPEED. WHAT’S THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPEED 
AND DISTRACTION?

THE
SPEED
TRAP
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PPROPRIATE SPEED 
is a good thing. We are 
constantly telling our 
students this. But what is 
an appropriate speed, limits 
notwithstanding? In the UK, 
our maximum speed limit is 

70mph, yet is this always appropriate? On an 
empty, dry motorway, a much higher speed 
might arguably be appropriate, albeit illegal.

Germany’s default speed limit is as 
fast as your car can go, unless otherwise 
stated. Currently, around 60% of Germany’s 
motorways are limited to 130kph (83 mph). 
This is generally due to congestion and weight 
of traffic, even if it is flowing well. As for the 
rest, not for nothing does Germany produce a 
huge array of very fast and relatively affordable 
cars. But is speed inherently dangerous?

That depends on concentration and that is 
driven by distractions. We must therefore look 
at what constitutes a distraction. As a pupil, 
and you will get stock answers along the lines 
of mobiles, music and perhaps passengers. 

Drill a bit deeper and a few more might 
pop up, such as pedestrians, other vehicles, 
cyclists, etc. But these are not distractions. 
These are hazards that must be managed by 
the driver. So now we must define a distraction. 
Mine is anything that takes the driver’s mind 
off the job of driving. That absolutely excludes 
cyclists etc. They are all in the job description.

So now we are in the excavation business 
and in due course, all sorts of things are dug 
up, such as anger, stress, fatigue, drugs (both 
prescription and over the counter, eg cold 
remedies) alcohol, thinking about the day 
ahead or indeed reviewing the day and so the 
list goes on.

Added to this are levels of ignorance about 
conditions, and a perfect storm is brewing. 
Most drivers are not taught about micro-
climates or how to use the external temperature 
gauge fitted to pretty much every car on sale 
these days. 

Drivers are not taught how to analyse the 
road surface and figure out the levels of risk 
and might therefore drive too quickly for the 
road surface and weather conditions. They 
might well be lulled by the bright sunshine and 
be enjoying a crisp winter’s day, not realising 
that the untreated road surface in the sun’s 
shadow is still frozen and very slippery. So now 
we have inappropriate speed, coupled with not 
concentrating and suddenly, it all goes horribly 
wrong. At 30mph, not 130mph.

Distractions are deeply insidious. The 
driver does not realise their concentration 
has drifted. They are missing tell tale signs 
about conditions. They are not systematically 
checking mirrors and are unthinkingly putting 

themselves in other vehicle’s blind spots, never 
dreaming that the other driver might also be 
distracted and suddenly realise they have to 
change direction. Off they go and suddenly life 
gets very noisy and gyratory. 

One study concluded that 75% of drivers are 
on auto-pilot. As you drive to work having read 
this article, you might find yourself with a car 
on each side, one behind and one in front. Out 
of those four drivers, three might well be away 
with the fairies.

It would of course be absurd to suggest 
that people cannot drive if they are stressed or 
angry. Nothing would ever get done. What is 
practical is to take some time out to cool down 
if angry and in all cases, to recognise the issue 
and park it away while driving.

Speed on its own is rarely a problem 
providing the circumstances are appropriate – 
we are leaving the legal side out for the sake 
of argument at this stage. Is it dangerous to be 
doing 110mph on a dry, empty motorway in a 
modern, well maintained car? Not really. 

Is it dangerous to be doing the same speed 
on a busy motorway, but still in the dry? Much 
more so. Poor lane changes could get very 
nasty indeed. And in the wet? At that speed, 
you are no longer driving a car but rather a 
power boat. Boats do not have brakes because 
they do not work on water. They do have a V 
hull designed to give the vessel lateral stability, 
a feature notable by its absence on a car. This 
is extremely dangerous.

But let us return to legality. The limit is 70 
and that is what is being done. Excellent. It is 
just a shame that you are 10 metres behind the 
vehicle in front.

Reaction times of under a second are 
regarded as acceptable. The reality is that most 
of us take about half a second for the message 
seen by the eyes to arrive at the brain, be 
processed and another message reaching the 
right foot to hit the brakes. 

At 70, a vehicle is travelling at roughly seven 
car lengths a second. Ten metres is a little over 
two car lengths and the message requires 
3.5 car lengths to arrive. Life is now getting 
extremely ugly, and that is assuming that the 
driver is not one of the 75%.

Again, there is more to this than meets the 
eye. Passing a vehicle in town, at the speed 
limit, takes roughly a third of a second. You are 
going past at 30mph and the target is static. 
Obvious really and quite one dimensional. Then 
we get onto the motorway, and suddenly the 
senses are somewhat scrambled.

The world is going past quite quickly, yet 
catching the truck ahead is taking ages. The 
speed differential is 14mph or 1.5 car lengths a 
second, half the speed that it would be passed 
in town. Therefore, the perception is that we 
are travelling half the speed that we are in town, 
despite the hedges being a green blur.

Add to that the various distractions 
mentioned above and it easy to see why people 
tailgate. They perceive they are going quite 
slowly. Until it suddenly slows down or stops 
and then reality hits. Literally.

It is therefore a little too facile to blame just 
speed or just distractions. It is a whole raft of 
different things that culminate in providing a 
false sense of security and it is this which we 
must guard against and train our new drivers to 
manage.

The scientist’s view
DR NEALE KINNEAR FROM THE TRANSPORT RESEARCH 
LABORATORY CONSIDERS SPEED VERSUS DISTRACTION

Being a scientist, I would respond that it is not possible to provide a straight answer to 
the question of which is worse, speeding or distraction, as the issue is too nuanced. 
While they are both risks to road safety, there is a complex relationship. The speed at 
which someone is travelling impacts on their workload and ability to manage additional 
(presumably distracting) tasks. 

Generally speaking, for distraction to be a risk, it requires a driver to be moving, 
and, therefore, to be travelling at some level of speed. If the distracting task leads to a 
collision, the collision was the result of the driver being unable to manage the demand 
of driving at that speed AND the additional distracting task. Further, there are of course 
different forms of distraction that will impact the driver in different ways. 

The ADI’s view
KEVAN CHIPPINDALL-HIGGIN DipDE EXPLORES DISTRACTION AND SPEED – WHO BEGAT WHOM?

A
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WHO’S 
DRIVING
WHO ?
THE UK GOVERNMENT IS COMMITTING HUGE RESOURCES TO MAKE 
BRITAIN A PIONEER OF AUTONOMOUS ROAD-BASED VEHICLES. CARLY 
BROOKFIELD ASKS: ARE WE ARE WE READY FOR THE DRIVERLESS 
REVOLUTION?
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HIS MONTH SAW the 
forecast that driverless cars 
– with no human being 
behind the controls – will 
be trialled on our roads by 
the end of the year.  

Like any road safety practitioner and 
campaigner, I embrace change that could 
improve safety on our roads. Based on the 
commonly quoted statistic that 90% of road 
traffic collisions (RTCs) are human error, 
you can see a clear case for decreasing the 
human element. 

Technology has proved itself vital in 
mitigating risk in many areas of transport – 
from trains to planes. I am not a naysayer to 
the development of autonomous technology. 
However, there are still so many unanswered 
questions and unresolved challenges that 
have not been discussed in depth or publicly 
consulted upon. One can’t help but be a little 
perturbed by the march of the robot cars 
seemingly turning into a mad dash.

Autonomous car (AC) technology is already 
being developed by the likes of Lexus, BMW 
and Mercedes. Tesla’s driverless Autopilot 
system has been tested on UK roads. Google 
is developing its automated technology, and 
Apple is rumoured to be working with BMW 
on its own – probably automated – car.

Fully-driverless tech is still at an advanced 
testing stage, but partially automated 
technology has been around for the last few 

years. Executive saloons (like the BMW 7 
Series) feature automated parking, and can 
even be controlled remotely. 

Autonomous tech is also enjoying heavy 
investment around the world, especially in the 
UK. In 2015, the government announced new 
laws for testing driverless vehicles on our 
roads and, with them, an unprecedented £20 
million investment into the technology and 
investment of more than £50 million has been 
pledged to make Britain a world player in AV 
technology, infrastructure and adoption. 

So – in the flipside to all the positive PR 
(and I’ve worked in public relations for over 
20 years, often heralding new innovations so 
I’m not a Luddite curmudgeon!), let’s just take 
a moment to reflect on the challenges we still 
have to face in this brave new world. 

HUMAN FACTORS
While there is a wealth of data to suggest 
that driverless cars will ultimately prove 
more risk averse and less fallible than human 
beings, human beings will still pose a risk on 
our roads and to AVs themselves. Studies of 
driver attitudes to driverless cars throw up 
some interesting challenges around 
the behaviour of human drivers in 
non-autonomous vehicles towards AVs. 

An LSE study in 2015 (funded by 
Goodyear) found that some respondents to a 
survey on driver attitudes to AVs on our roads 
stated they may even drive ‘badly’ around the 
autonomous vehicle to see how it would react 
– playing chicken as it were. 

Humans present problems for autonomous 
cars as both drivers and pedestrians. Dealing 

T “Studies of driver attitudes to driverless cars 
throw up some interesting challenges around 

the behaviour of human drivers in 
non-autonomous vehicles towards AVs”
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with our unpredictable behaviour represents 
a significant challenge for manufacturers, 
infrastructure design and road safety as 
whole.

The Google Car is one of the most 
experienced autonomous vehicles, and its 
interaction with human drivers has exposed 
one of driverless cars’ main weaknesses. The 
first injury involving the Google Car wasn’t 
due to a fault in its system, but human error.

July 2018 a Google AV accident was 
caused by a human driver’s failure to 
stop. While correctly waiting at traffic 
lights, Google’s self-driving car was hit 
by an inattentive driver and, despite its 
sophisticated array of sensors, there was little 
it could do to avoid the incident. Luckily, the 
accident only resulted in whiplash for a few 
of the passengers, but it’s a reminder that 
autonomous cars are at risk when surrounded 
by human road users.

Google Car’s project leader Chris Urmson 
was one of the people involved in the 
accident, and described the incident later: 
“The light was green, but traffic was backed 
up on the far side, so three cars, including 
ours, braked and came to a stop so as not to 
get stuck in the middle of the intersection,” he 
writes. “After we’d stopped, a car slammed 
into the back of us at 17mph – it didn’t brake 
at all.”

Even with their array of safety tools, 
AVs still struggle to manage the human 
factor of other drivers. Human drivers are 
able to interact with each other and make 
allowances, but also make countless, small 
mistakes when driving – mistakes to which 
current self-driving cars simply can’t adapt. 

A PEDESTRIAN PROBLEM?
The way AVs interact with pedestrians raises 
ethical challenges for car manufacturers too.

Autonomous cars still struggle to 
understand the way pedestrians behave, 
which in turn challenges them in anticipating 
the behaviour they’d expect from a human 
driver. “Everyone has an appreciation of how 
a human being is going to react, because we 
are all human beings,” says computer ethics 
commentator Ben Byford. “So if you walk out 
in front of a car, and presumably the car driver 
knows you’re there, they’re going to react in a 
certain way.

“If I walked out in front of a Google 
car travelling at 60mph, I have no real 
appreciation of how the vehicle will behave, 
so I’m effectively putting myself at a 
disadvantage.”

However, programming also comes with a 
risk. By making their behaviour predictable, 
autonomous cars could be vulnerable to 
manipulation by third parties. Byford explains: 
“Say that the cars always react in the same 
way. That being the case, I could seriously 
injure people by walking out in front of a car 
on purpose, knowing that it wouldn’t be able 
to hit me.”

What’s more, with each car manufacturer 
racing to develop its own self-driving 
solution, the behaviour of autonomous cars is 
becoming more and more fragmented. If this 
problem isn’t tackled effectively, autonomous 
cars of the future will be dangerously 
temperamental to pedestrians.

“If all the major car manufacturers have a 
different version of this system, it’s going to 
make no sense whatsoever. And things can 
snowball into a catastrophe when people 

don’t understand how these things work” 
warns Byford. “If there were some sort of 
central ethic to every car applied, then at 
least you knew what the outcome of a certain 
action could be.”

WHO’S INSURING WHO?
The question of the insurance liability for fully 
autonomous vehicles is an interesting one. 

The main industry body, The Association 
of British Insurers (ABI) has stated that the 
insurance industry is 100% committed to 
supporting the development of automated 
vehicles.

Major UK insurers such as Direct Line 
Group (DLG), AXA, XL Catlin and RSA are 
working intensively on pilots of autonomous 
vehicles across the country. While car 
manufacturers are producing innovative 
hardware and software, insurers are 
innovating their products to make sure vital 
questions of safety and liability are answered.

ABI has also given the reassurance that 
the industry wants to make insurance as 
straightforward as possible and is proposing 
a simple approach to insurance for automated 
cars. It is based around the following key 
points:
■ They will need just one single insurance 

policy and can use the automated mode 
whenever road regulations permit, 
without having to alter their level of 
cover.

HIGH PROFILE 
ACCIDENTS AND 
FATALITIES
A SUNNY DAY IN FLORIDA IN MAY 2016 AND JOSHUA BROWN, 
A VETERAN OF THE IRAQ WAR, WAS IN HIS BELOVED TESLA 
MODEL S SEDAN — HE CALLED IT TESSY — CRUISING U.S. 
ROUTE 27 IN SELF-DRIVE MODE AT ABOUT 74MPH.

MR BROWN, FROM OHIO, HAD BEEN ON A FAMILY TRIP TO 
DISNEYWORLD IN ORLANDO AND WAS 37 MINUTES INTO HIS 
JOURNEY HOME WHEN TRAGEDY STRUCK.

HIS CAR COLLIDED WITH AN ARTICULATED LORRY THAT 
WAS TURNING OFF THE HIGHWAY ACROSS HIS LANE. 
THE TESLA PASSED UNDER THE LORRY, SUSTAINING 
CATASTROPHIC DAMAGE, BEFORE VEERING OFF THE ROAD 
AND STRIKING TWO FENCES AND A TELEGRAPH POLE. MR 
BROWN DIED INSTANTLY.

THIS, THE FIRST FATALITY IN A DRIVERLESS (AUTONOMOUS) 
CAR, MADE HEADLINES AROUND THE WORLD. AN 
INVESTIGATION FOUND THAT THE DRIVERLESS SYSTEM HAD 
SIMPLY FAILED TO ‘SEE’ THE WHITE TRUCK AGAINST THE 
BRIGHT SKY, AND SO THERE HAD BEEN NO ATTEMPT TO 
BRAKE OR DIVERT TO AVOID THE CRASH.

“Autonomous cars still struggle to understand 
the way pedestrians behave”
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■ If another driver, cyclist or pedestrian 
needs to make a claim, they can go direct 
to the insurer and won’t need to worry 
if there is a dispute over whether the 
vehicle technology was responsible for 
an accident.

■ If a vehicle does fail to cope with the 
road situation, drivers will not be unfairly 
held responsible for an accident they 
could not prevent – insurers will recover 
any costs involved in settling the claim 
from the responsible manufacturer.

■ Anyone injured while using a car in 
automated mode will also be able to 
claim appropriate compensation for their 
injuries. More importantly, the system is 
simple for claimants.

While the industry bodies are working 
hard to establish best practice and policy, 
by no means is the insurance challenge 
resolved. We’re still at the proposals stage yet 
driverless cars are moving towards us at an 
ever faster pace.

Currently there are no barriers in UK 
road traffic laws to restrict having driverless 
vehicles on the roads. It is perfectly legal 
to test automated technologies without 
changing primary legislation. That’s given the 
UK something of a head start on a number of 
other countries, in which primary legislation 
will have to be amended to allow driverless 
technology on the road.

However, the UK government revealed 
last year that it is working on an insurance 

framework that will address the liability issues 
arising from self-driving cars, paving the way 
for them to be on our roads by 2021 – a move 
which has been described as the “world’s first 
driverless car insurance legislation.”

You can read more of the insurance 
industry’s views on how they see insurance 
developing in this area by visiting the ABI 
website: 
www.abi.org.uk/products-and-issues/topics-
and-issues/driverless-cars/

TRAINING, TESTING AND LICENCING 
“No more driving tests! If a car is completely 
driverless, then there’s probably no reason to 
gain a driver’s license or even take a test in 
the first place.”

Money Supermarket.com, February 2019
Wow! I have often said that driver education 

is blighted by a number of organisations and 
people in peripheral and ancillary industries 
delivering driver education communications 
and initiatives without actually having qualified 
expertise or experience, and the above quote 
is a prime example. 

And you could be forgiven – by the lack of 
consultation and discussion on this issue (at 
a level where those at the coalface of driver 
education are involved) – that the issue of 
training, testing and licencing is being back 
burnered as technology and infrastructure 
appear to be hotter topics.

Department for Transport has already 
established a Code of Practice for testing of 
driverless cars (see The Pathway to Driverless 
Cars’ – A Code of Practice for Testing on 
GOV.UK for more detail) which sets out a 
framework for those testing driverless cars. 

We do need to see more interaction 
happening with the Government and 
driver training bodies to start work now on 
blueprints that set out how training, testing 
and licensing will happen in the future. 

It’s naïve of the real need and purpose of 
modern driver education, which is focused 
more on developing safe road user behaviour 
than manoeuvring a vehicle, and also facile to 
say there will be no need for testing. 

We have achieved fully autonomous ability 
in aviation and trains for example, yet safety 
concerns and lessons from countless safety 
critical incidents where human intervention 
has proved a critical fail-safe have taught 
us that extensive training and testing of 
the human occupant behind the controls is 
critical. 

So, particularly for those of us involved 
at the frontline of driver education, the 
biggest challenge and question still remains 
unanswered – how will we train and test 
the average human owner of a ‘driverless’ 
car to be able to manage a safety critical 
incident when systems and technology 
fail? Or when external forces add more 
pressure to a journey that an automated 
system can manage itself alone, as we see 
in aviation when pilot intervention, skills and 
experience come to the fore above ‘advanced’ 
technology. 

It’s a challenge we’ll be raising as we drive 
towards a promised driverless land.
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*Subject to terms and conditions, see website for details
DIA Insurance is a trading name of quotemetoday.co.uk 
Quotemetoday.co.uk Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) Reference no 786619

Specialist driving school cover from the 
DIA’s only authorised and approved broker

Training car insurance 
which covers more

24/7/365 claims management team
Dual control courtesy car as standard*
(Unlimited hire for non-fault or 21 days hire for fault claims)
Personal accident cover for anyone in your car
Zero excess policy
Transferable no claims bonus
Motor prosecution defence cover
Off road cover for students as young as 14

The industry’s most comprehensive training 
car insurance, our policies cover as standard:

HACKING
AUTONOMOUS CARS WILL PACK IN A GREATER RANGE OF 
SYSTEMS THAN EVER, BUT THE INCREASED TECH WILL ALSO 
MAKE THEM MORE VULNERABLE TO HACKERS. ALTHOUGH 
IT MAY SEEM AN ISSUE FOR THE FUTURE, CAR HACKING IS 
ALREADY HAPPENING.

FIAT CHRYSLER HAD TO RECALL 1.4 MILLION JEEP 
CHEROKEES AFTER IT EMERGED THEY WERE VULNERABLE TO 
HACKING. SECURITY EXPERTS CHARLIE MILLER AND CHRIS 
VALASEK WERE ABLE TO WIRELESSLY CONTROL FUNCTIONS 
LIKE ACCELERATION, WINDSCREEN AND RADIO, RENDERING 
THE DRIVER POWERLESS.

IN AN AUTONOMOUS CAR – WHICH RELIES ENTIRELY ON 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS – THE EFFECTS COULD BE DEVASTATING. 
IT’S WHY LAWS PUT FORWARD BY THE UK GOVERNMENT 
INSIST THAT CARS HAVE “APPROPRIATE LEVELS OF SECURITY 
BUILT INTO THEM TO MANAGE ANY RISK OF UNAUTHORISED 
ACCESS.”

NOT TECHNICALLY HACKING, BUT RESEARCHERS 
DISCOVERED THE SENSORS IN SELF-DRIVING CARS CAN 
BE EASILY CONFUSED SIMPLY BY PLACING STICKERS ON 
ROAD SIGNS. WORRYINGLY, THESE ROAD SIGNS INCLUDED 
STOP SIGNS. AUTONOMOUS CARS COULD BE TRICKED INTO 
IGNORING STOP SIGNS, WHICH, OF COURSE, WOULD CAUSE 
SERIOUS AND POTENTIALLY FATAL CONSEQUENCES.

“There are no barriers in UK road traffic laws to 
restrict having driverless vehicles on the roads. It 
is perfectly legal to test automated technologies 

without changing primary legislation” 
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he idea of saving a few 
quid will make anyone’s 
ears prick up, especially 
this time of year as that 
dreaded credit card bill and 
bank statement have just 

hit the doormat after our Christmas spending. 
We’re all feeling the pinch.  

We are familiar with some of the ways to 
save money as a motorist and as trainers, 
we pass these onto our learners where we 
can, including provisional licence holders, 
occupational and fleet customers, and trainee 
instructors to name just a few. 

Does the subject of driving in a way that 
saves money frequent your training syllabus 
as often as it should? There are so many tips 
and techniques that we can put in place and 
pass onto our learners. We should focus on 
eco-safe driving as a main subject and not 
just a by-product of something else. 

As it is that time of year where it isn’t just 
our waistlines that are feeling the pinch, we 
thought it timely to have a recap of this often 
overlooked area. 

FINDING FUEL

Once you have your car, the next biggest 
expense is making it run and this means 
parting with a lot of money on the forecourt 
on a frequent basis. Of course we will 
naturally scour our local area for the cheapest 
fuel prices and generally know where to head. 
You can sign up for free at places such as 
petrolprices.com to receive alerts for where 
the best fuel prices are at the time.

As a DIA member, you can opt into our 
popular fuel card benefit. DIA has a  
long-standing agreement with The Fuelcard 
People that allows you access to the best 
fuel prices in the UK. Even better than this, 

it doesn’t cost you anything for the first six 
months. After this time you pay a very small 
fee each year to keep the fuelcard and keep 
enjoying all the benefits it brings. These 
include:

 ■ Reduced card charges for all members
 ■ No advance payments, non-usage fees, 

contracts or obligations – only pay for 
the fuel you use

 ■ Fixed weekly prices, meaning savings of 
up to 5p per litre off the national average 
pump price and up to 10p per litre at 
motorway pumps

 ■ Over 7,000 refuelling locations 
nationwide

 ■ Motorway and supermarket refuelling 
available

 ■ Additional fleet services products 
available, including free online account 
management, mileage capture and 
emissions monitoring services
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OLIVIA BALDOCK-WARD OFFERS ADVICE ON HOW TO SPEND 
LESS BY BEING A MORE MINDFUL AND CAREFUL DRIVER

SAVING MONEY

T
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It is certainly worth a look into by going 
to the DIA website and clicking on member 
deals and discounts. Visit driving.org/
membership-benefits/member-deals-and-
discounts for more information.

LOSE THE WEIGHT

We know that surplus weight in the vehicle 
will increase fuel consumption, and the same 
can be said of poor aerodynamics. So if that 
roofbox or roof rack is still on the car from 
last year’s activities, then take it off now as it 
creates drag, which in turn costs you more 
money as the engine will need to work harder.

Aerodynamics, to get a little more 
technical, is the study of airflow around a 
vehicle. Put simply, the smoother the airflow, 
the less fuel we use. 

Manufacturers can pass on larger fuel 
saving costs to the customer by improving 
efficiency with aerodynamics as this can be 
more cost effective than developing pricey 
engine technologies or trying to incorporate 
more weight-saving design into vehicles.  

You might have heard of the term 
‘coefficient of drag’. Put simply, this is how 
‘slippery’ the vehicle is when it is in motion 
and passing through the air. Manufacturers 
work hard to design vehicles to include as 
many rounded edges at the front as possible 
as anything sharp will increase drag – not 
to mention it wouldn’t be altogether safe for 
anyone or anything that came into contact 
with it. 

Car grille openings are now better 
engineered to reduce turbulence and some 
makers have even designed their cars with 
adjustable grill slats. The BMW efficient 
dynamics design, for example, does just 
this. It is not just the front end of the car that 
needs all the attention – things like door 
mirrors and mounts, wheel arches and the 
design of the wheels themselves, side skirts 
will help to control the airflow underneath the 
car, even down to a considerable amount of 
thought and consideration given to the design 
of the angle of the rear window too. 

We also know that speed burns fuel and so 
the faster we go, the more fuel is required. 

CAUSING FRICTION

It isn’t just speed though that burns through 
our cash. Rolling resistance and friction also 
have a huge part to play. 

Have you ever been in the unfortunate 
situation where you have had to push a car 
from a standstill? It is not easy by any means, 
but just think for a moment, if we struggle to 
push it at 3mph, how much energy does it 
need to move it at 30mph? 

ADIs working in larger towns and cities 
and travelling at urban speeds will find that 
friction and rolling resistance are responsible 
for most of the fuel consumption. The 
aerodynamic aspect doesn’t really come into 
it much. 

At high speeds (60mph to 70mph) the 
frictional drag isn’t the main culprit anymore 
for drinking all the fuel. The aerodynamic drag 
will now account for around half of the fuel 
we use. 

And remember – the faster we go, the 
more fuel is needed to push the car through 
the air. 

“PUT SIMPLY, THE 
SMOOTHER THE AIRFLOW, 
THE LESS FUEL WE USE”
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THINK AHEAD

Apart from controlling the vehicle, driving 
and riding involve constant problem solving 
and decision making. ADIs and anyone 
trained to an advanced level will build much 
more forward planning into their drive for 
reasons of safety, comfort and driving in an 
economical way. 

Anyone that has ever been involved with 
the safe and fuel efficient driving course 
(SAFED) will know that this course will show 
the driver that fuel savings can be made by 
providing relevant information and taking an 
initial drive around a set route. This it then 
compared to a second drive around the same 
route, putting into practice all the tips and 
techniques from the course to prove that less 
fuel was used and money saved. 

Simple techniques such as ‘slow to flow’ 
as you are approaching a hazard with the 
aim of keeping moving if safe to do so is a 
good one and this will usually feature in most 
ADI’s toolkits. Stopping and starting, as we 
know, will use more fuel to get the car moving 

due to the weight and the drag and so if we 
can keep it rolling, even slowly, this will help 
reduce the amount of fuel used. 

Use a higher gear when possible. Cruising 
gears (from fourth upwards, depending on 
the road type and conditions, speed limit in 
force and what your vehicle will tolerate) will 
help save fuel.  

DON’T GET THE HUMP

Most, if not all motorists dislike speed humps, 
and unless they are the really big type that 
force drivers to slow down, we frequently 
see some drivers missing the point of them 
entirely as they find the quickest route over 
them to avoid reducing their speed. 

This is an obvious flaw and shows blatant 
disregard from some motorists as to why 
speed humps exist. They are also not being 
great for the environment due to the constant 
braking and accelerating, rather than keeping 
to a slower, more even speed. Each time 
we speed up we spend money and if we hit 
the speed humps too hard, this can cause 

damage to vehicles, so  more money needs to 
be spent! Driving over them at a steady pace 
will help with all of the above. 

EFFICIENT SERVICE

A regular service will help prevent issues from 
occurring and bigger, more costly issues too. 
Servicing does come at a price, of course, 
but it isn’t that expensive for a basic service, 
minus any parts and labour. 

We know that having the correct tyre 
pressure will help with fuel economy but 
when you shop around for new tyres, how 
much notice do you take of the EU ratings for 
things like wet grip, fuel economy and tyre 
noise? 

The grading goes from A to G, with A 
being the most efficient. If you fit your car with 
fuel efficient tyres then you could be looking 
at saving a considerable amount of fuel over 
the life of the tyres. Michelin have a useful 
guide – have a read here: www.michelin.
co.uk/tyres/learn-share/buying-guide/future-
tyre-labelling
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Dual Controls
Fit the Best

He-Man are experts in the design, manufacture and installation of dual controls with 

over 80 years manufacturing experience. The dual controls are “tailor-made” for each 

make and model of car, ensuring the ideal fit and optimum performance. He-Man Dual 

Controls promise quality, safety and value to driving instructors everywhere.

•  Comprehensive range available from stock

• Utilises as many existing fixing points as possible

•  ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 accredited

•  Over 250,000 units sold worldwide

•  As supplied to the police and other emergency services for training purposes

•  Experienced network of installers across the UK

In-Car Teaching Camera
This He-Man approved in-car teaching camera with wide angle lens is an ideal teaching aid, 

allowing immediate video playback of elements of a driving lesson on a smartphone or tablet.

Android and IOS compatible via a free app.

GPS Display Speedometer
This plug and play speedometer is the ideal solution for a driving instructor. No need to check 

the car’s speedometer when it’s at a difficult angle or obscured by the pupil’s arm - the speed 

is projected onto the passenger side of the windscreen and can be closely aligned to the speed 

shown on the car’s own speedometer.

Contact He-Man on 023 8022 6952
www.he-mandualcontrols.co.uk
He-Man Dual Controls Ltd, Cable Street, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 5AR

Tailor made to suit most 
popular cars used for driving tuition
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ir pollution is a threat to 
our planet, as well as a 
danger to health. As air 
quality declines, the risk of 
stroke, heart disease, lung 
cancer, and chronic and 

acute respiratory diseases, including asthma, 
increases. 

There are almost 50 areas in the UK that 
fail to meet World Health Organisation 
standards for fine particle air pollution. These 
range from large cities such as Manchester to 
smaller towns including Prestonpans. 

The Government’s air quality plan – which 

includes banning the sale of new petrol and 
diesel cars by 2040 – states that: “Local 
action is needed to achieve improvements in 
air quality.”

The Climate Change Act also commits the 
UK to an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions 
by 2050 (compared to 1990 levels). 

Transport is a major source of pollution. 
Clean air zones aim to reduce harmful 
emissions; some will charge to enter an 
area, others will restrict certain vehicles 
entering these zones at certain times of the 
day. However critics argue that they unfairly 
penalise small businesses. 
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KATHY MANSON EXPLORES THE POTENTIAL 
IMPACT OF CLEAN AIR ZONES AROUND THE UK

BREATH OF 
FRESH AIR

A
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In May 2017, the government published its 
Clean Air Zone Framework, setting out the 
expected local authority approach to their 
operation and implementation. It states that 
a Clean Air Zone (CAZ) is “an area where 
targeted action is taken to improve air quality 
and resources are prioritised and coordinated 
in order to shape the urban environment in 
a way that delivers improved health benefits 
and supports economic growth”.

Encouraging the introduction of cleaner 
vehicles on the nation’s roads, the 
programme will see access restrictions put 
into force at clean zones. High polluting 
vehicles will be faced with a charge for 
entering these zones. 

Areas throughout the UK with the poorest 
air quality were selected by the government 
for the initiative. The zones will most likely be 
introduced in city centres, and restrictions 
can involve entry charges, time-of-day 
restrictions and/or blanket vehicle bans.

Fully electric vehicles and vehicles which 
meet the definition of an ultra-low emission 
vehicles will be exempt from paying any clean 
air zone charge. However, other vehicles are 
separated into different classes, and charges 
will depend on which class they fall into.

As part of their action plans, local 
authorities must decide which type of CAZ – 
if any – is most appropriate. Local authorities 
must also decide whether the CAZ they 
introduce is charging or non-charging.  
Non-charging CAZs simply identify a range of 
actions to improve air quality within a defined 
area, such as facilitating the use of ultra-low 
emission vehicles (ULEV) and encouraging 
businesses to clean up their vehicle fleets.

Charging CAZs include a charge on any 
vehicles entering a defined area which fail to 
meet a required standard or criteria.

Birmingham, Derby, Leeds, Nottingham 
and Southampton were authorities mandated 
within the government’s 2015 air quality plan 

as being required to establish a clean air zone 
by 2020 to help bring the UK into compliance 
with the Air Quality Directive target on 
nitrogen dioxide emissions.

London has a charging CAZ and Leeds 
and Birmingham plan to introduce their own 
in 2020.

LONDON
Greater London has had a low emission zone 
(LEZ) since 2008. It covered lorries, buses 
and other heavy vehicles.

From 8 April the new Ultra Low Emission 
Zone (ULEZ) takes effect in central London.  
Cars need to meet minimum emission 
standards when travelling in the Ultra Low 
Emission Zone or a daily charge of £12.50 
must be paid. The penalty charge is £160 
(reduced to £80 if paid within 14 days). 

This charge is on top of the LEZ and the 
Congestion Charge but it will replace the 
T-Charge.

Minimum emission standards for petrol 
cars are Euro 4 and for diesel, Euro 6. 

HGVs, buses and coaches must meet the 
Euro 6 standard or pay a £100 daily charge.

Petrol cars that meet the ULEZ standards 
are generally those registered with the 
DVLA after 2005, although cars that meet 
the standards have been available since 
2001. Diesel cars that meet the standards 
are generally those registered with the 
DVLA after September 2015. Mopeds and 
motorbikes must meet Euro 3 standards.

LEEDS
Leeds City Council has outlined its final plans 
to reduce air pollution and protect the health 
of everyone in Leeds, and this includes the 
introduction of a CAZ.

The key elements of the council’s 
proposals are as follows:

 ■ A Clean Air Charging Zone covering 
more than half of the city will be 
introduced from 6 January 2020 and 
monitored using a network of purpose-
built cameras.   

 ■ Charging the worst polluting heavy 
goods vehicles (HGVs), buses, coaches, 
taxis and private hire vehicles only. Light 

goods vehicles (LGVs) and private 
vehicles would not be charged.

 ■ Requesting £27 million (based on 
current best estimates) in funding from 
the government’s £220 million Clean 
Air Fund to support local businesses 
to upgrade or retrofit affected vehicles 
through grants and interest-free loans.

 ■ Requesting £13 million (based on 
current best estimates) in funding 
from the government’s £255 million 
Implementation Fund to cover costs 
associated with the infrastructure and 
operation of the zone.

 
BIRMINGHAM
It is expected that Birmingham’s Clean Air 
Zone will come into operation on 1 January 
2020. It will operate 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year.

The charges will be applied daily. A  
non-compliant vehicle driving in the CAZ will 
pay once for the day, then may drive in the 
CAZ area without limit on that day.

You will not have to pay to drive in the CAZ 
if your vehicle is:

 ■ A diesel of Euro 6 standard or better 
 ■ A petrol of Euro 4 standard or better 
 ■ Zero emission, ie electric or hydrogen
 ■ Low emission, including CNG 

(compressed natural gas) and hybrids 
that either meet or go beyond Euro 6 
diesel and Euro 4 petrol standards

 ■ CVRAS (Compliant Vehicle Registered 
Accreditation Scheme) retrofit solution, 
including LPG retrofits

 ■ Any motorcycle or moped.

Derby, Nottingham and Southampton have 
decided to adopt different approaches.

DERBY
Derby council decided not to implement a 
charging Clean Air Zone. Instead it plans 
traffic management measurements to 
reduce roadside nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 
It is proposing a plan based around traffic 
management measures, focused on reducing 
roadside NO2 on Stafford Street on the outer 
ring of the city centre.

WHAT ARE 
CLEAN AIR 
ZONES?
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NOTTINGHAM
Nottingham also ruled out a CAZ. The 
council decided it already had enough 
measures in place to reduce air pollution, 
including retrofitting 180 NCT buses with 
clean exhaust technology, requiring every taxi 
and private hire vehicle in the city to be low 
emission, and the council replacing its own 
heavy vehicles – such as bin lorries – with 
electric or other low emission vehicles. The 
council is considering plans to revise the 
Clear Zone – which restricts access to the 
city centre – to include emissions criteria and 
a taxi permit scheme.

SOUTHAMPTON
Southampton City Council and New Forest 
District Council delivered £15 million worth 
of projects over three years, that reduced 
nitrogen dioxide by 24% in the most polluted 
areas, without the need for a charging zone. 
This means that by 2020 the city will be 
within the EU limit.  

Examples of projects include introducing 
cleaner city buses assisted by £2.7M 
secured from the government’s clean bus 
technology fund; a low emission taxi incentive 
scheme; introduction of cleaner fuels and 
equipment at Southampton’s port; and 
investing £3.9M in cycling infrastructure.

Clean air zones will have a significant impact 
on businesses that need to drive through 
them, particularly those with diesel vehicles.  
A daily charge adds up. 

Ideally the government would incentivise 
using clean vehicles as opposed to punishing 
those drivers that can’t or don’t. It doesn’t 
seem that this is in its plans however, as the 
government has changed its plug-in car grant 
so it now applies to fewer vehicles; hybrids 
are not covered for example (see page 54 for 
more information on electric vehicles).

In its Clean Air Plan, the government stated 

that charging CAZs would only be expected 
where equally effective non-charging 
approaches cannot be found. 

“Given the potential impacts on individuals 
and businesses, when considering between 
equally effective alternatives to deliver 
compliance... if a local authority can identify 
measures other than charging zones that 
are at least as effective at reducing NO2 
and are at the same or lower cost, those 
measures should be preferred as long as the 
local authority can demonstrate that this will 
deliver compliance as quickly as a charging 
CAZ. The local modelling undertaken by local 
authorities will help to identify what other 
measures could be taken.”

As we’ve seen from Southampton, 
Nottingham and Derby, some cities plan to 
employ, or have already employed, other 
measures to meet emissions targets, without 
charging road users.

Every new model on sale in the UK has to undergo the 
Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure to 
measure fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from  
passenger cars, as well as their pollutant emissions.

The aim of Euro emissions standards is to reduce the  
levels of harmful exhaust emissions, chiefly:

 ■ Nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
 ■ Carbon monoxide (CO) 
 ■ Hydrocarbons (HC)
 ■ Particulate matter (PM)

Because petrol and diesel engines produce different types  
of emissions they are subject to different standards.

Diesel, for example, produces more particulate matter – or 
soot – leading to the introduction of diesel particulate filters 
(DPFs).

EURO 6
Euro 6 is the sixth incarnation of the European Union directive 
to reduce harmful pollutants from vehicle exhausts. The Euro 6 
standard was introduced in September 2015, and all 

mass-produced cars sold from this date need to meet these 
emissions requirements. The aim of Euro 6 is to reduce levels 
of harmful car and van exhaust emissions, both in petrol and 
diesel cars.

NOx is a harmful pollutant that is often blamed for damaging 
the environment, and has also been proven to have serious 
health implications. 

Particulate matter, meanwhile, is a local pollutant that has 
also been linked to health and respiratory problems.

The latest Euro 6 regulations set different emissions 
standards for petrol and diesel cars, but that is a reflection of 
the different kind of pollutants the two fuels produce. 

For diesels, the permitted level of NOx emitted has 
dramatically dropped to a maximum of 80mg/km, compared 
to the 180mg/km level that was required for cars that met the 
previous Euro 5 emissions standard. 

The Euro 6 standard has cut the legal level of diesel NOx 
emissions by almost 90%, compared to the Euro 3 standard 
(0.50g/km NOx) introduced in 2000.

In contrast, the NOx limit for petrol cars remained unchanged 
from Euro 5, as it was already low at 60mg/km. 

Older diesel cars that produce higher levels of NOx and 
particulate matter are starting to come under fire from a number 
of environmental groups. 

Some have blamed the UK government for enticing 
consumers into diesel cars by offering road tax and company 
car tax structures that benefit low CO2 emissions. 

Diesel cars tend to be better than petrol models when it 
comes to CO2 output but are more harmful in other ways. They 
can produce four times more nitrogen dioxide and 22 times 
more particulates than petrol-engined cars.

IMPACT 
ON SMALL 
BUSINESSES

DEFINING THE 
EURO EMISSIONS 
STANDARDS

“Ideally the government would incentivise  
using clean vehicles as opposed to punishing 

those drivers that can’t or don’t”
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Leeds Council did consider small 
businesses within its CAZ plans. Cllr James 
Lewis, executive member with responsibility 
for sustainability and the environment, said: 
“A key element of these proposals is the 
support we’re proposing to help affected 
local businesses transition to cleaner vehicles 
which avoid charges. 

“We believe that it is important to help 
local businesses in order for the zone to most 
successfully reduce pollution.

“We will therefore be asking the 
government for around £27 million from the 
national Clean Air Fund to enable us to help 
businesses transition to cleaner vehicles 
which avoid charges.” 

The introduction of clean air zones has cost 
implications for fleet. Peter Eldridge, director, 
Institute of Car Fleet Management (ICFM) has 
suggested the following as potential plans for 
the future:

 ■ Fleet operators should develop plans to 
futureproof

 ■ Change ownership models to Euro 6 
vans

 ■  Van rotation policy – use Euro 6 
compliant vehicles in ULEZ.

Clean air zones are not without their 
controversies. In an ongoing dispute, 
hundreds of minicab drivers are protesting 
by blocking London Bridge. They believe 
the ULEZ charge will cut their take-home 
pay by 25% and is a “tax on the poor”. The 
demonstration was called by the Independent 
Workers Union of Great Britain.

Scrappage schemes have been widely talked 
about by the government, politicians and the 
media as a potential way to remove older, 
more polluting vehicles from the UK’s roads.

The Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) 
has welcomed announcements by many 
car manufacturers of scrappage schemes 
designed to reduce the number of older 
diesels – including commercial vehicles – on 
Britain’s roads. 

Some small businesses may seek to take 
advantage of these deals and purchase 
new vehicles sooner than they had originally 
planned.

However, FSB does not believe these 
schemes alone will bring about the required 
emissions reductions in the timescales set 
out by the government. For a start, these 
schemes only target vehicles registered 
before 2010, ie those using Euro 4 or earlier 
diesel engines.

FSB’s report, Cleaning the Air: Supporting 
small businesses in tackling air quality in 
England, has many recommendations for the 
government. It believes local authorities need 
to work with local businesses to understand 
their needs. 

Small businesses are a diverse and 
complex audience. Compared to larger 
companies, their margins are smaller, they 
operate and make investment decisions 
on much shorter timescales, and they have 
less available capital. For many, the vehicles 
they use – and on which they rely – play an 
integral and integrated part in their business 
activities.

FSB also believes the government should 
extend its scrappage scheme to cover 
all small businesses based, or frequently 
operating within the forthcoming clean air 
zones. It argues that we need to support, not 
punish, those that cannot take advantage of a 
scrappage scheme, providing additional time 
to transition away from older vehicles and 
prioritise support for the development and 
roll-out of low-carbon light goods vehicles. 
The government should incentivise these 
vehicles and more work is needed on the 
underlying infrastructure.

Studies of low emission zones in Germany 
found significant reductions in particulate 
matter (PM), which are tiny particles in the air 
that can get into the lungs and cause health 
problems.

One of them found a 9% reduction in 
PM10 (that’s particles in the air measuring 
less than 10 microns (one hundredth of a 
millimetre).

Research in London in 2013 found that 
in the first five years of the clean air zone 
particulate matter had fallen by between 
2.5% and 3.1%, compared with 1% outside 
the zone.

A study of a clean air zone in the 
Netherlands, though, found that it had not 
made a significant difference compared with 
areas without a zone. The study concluded 
that this was because the rules of the low 
emission zone were too modest to make 
enough difference to the amount of traffic 
flow.

There has also been research suggesting 
that not only do the zones reduce PM 
pollution, they do not do it at the expense of 
air quality outside the zone. So, it is not just 
a question of older vehicles being moved 
elsewhere or driving longer distances to avoid 
the zones.

In addition to PM pollution, the zones 
are also supposed to reduce pollution from 
oxides of nitrogen (NOx), which are created 
by the burning of fuel, especially in diesel 
engines because of the higher temperatures 
involved, and are linked to health problems.

The 2013 report on London’s clean air 
zone found that it had made “no discernible 
differences” to NOx concentrations.

“There is less evidence that low emission 
zones worked for NOx, because of the failure 
of Euro standards to ensure newer diesel 
vehicles emit less NOx than the older ones 
they are replacing,” says Gary Fuller, from 
King’s College London’s environmental 
research group.

This problem was caused by some new 
diesel engines being fitted with devices to 
mislead the regulators about the levels of 
emissions under normal driving conditions.

But Gary Fuller is optimistic that this 
situation will be improved by the use of the 
newer Euro 6 standard for diesel cars, which 
will be required for the Ultra Low Emission 
Zone that will replace London’s T-Charge in 
April 2019.

The UK has been referred to the European 
Court of Justice for failing to take enough 
action to prevent breaches of NOx pollution 
limits. The UK’s Supreme Court also ordered 
the government to go further in its measures 
to combat pollution.

So, the evidence suggests that well 
designed clean air zones that impose charges 
on drivers of older vehicles have already 
reduced PM pollution and may do a better 
job of reducing NOx emissions once more 
effective standards for diesel vehicles have 
been introduced.

So we can see that clean air zones do 
have a positive impact on the environment. 
However a more holistic approach to 
reducing harmful emissions across the 
UK would be useful, acknowledging other 
sources and planning strategically. 

Though the Clean Growth Strategy 
sets out the government’s ambitions 
across a number of different sectors, 
including low-carbon transport and energy 
generation, there remains a great deal of 
uncertainty about the speed and direction 
of technology development. Facts need to 
be communicated clearly so drivers can be 
confident about modern technology vehicles. 
We need to incentivise the cleanest vehicles 
and not just focus on punitive measures.

SCRAPPAGE 
SCHEMES

DO CLEAN 
AIR ZONES 
WORK? 

“Studies of low emission zones in Germany 
found significant reductions in particulate  

matter, which are tiny particles in the air that  
can get into the lungs and cause  

health problems”
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Please contact us if you would like a copy of the full policy terms and conditions.

Instructor insurance that  
passes your test
With over 20 years experience we understand your needs as a busy instructor.  

Whether you are a PDI or ADI, our insurance solution offers comprehensive motor cover.

• Discounts for claim free driving & qualifications

• Dual-controlled courtesy car available*

• Negligent tuition liability cover as standard

• Banned driver & off-highway young driver cover

• Parts and repairs guaranteed for 3 years*

Dual Control

*Subject to an approved repairer being used.

Drive Car Hire, offer nationwide delivery & collection service. 

Modern rental vehicles at highly competitive prices. 020 7308 1360www.drivecarhire.co.uk

Call & Quote
ADi746

Call & Quote
ADi1999

The UK’s Premier

Dual Control
Hire Specialists

DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY HIRE &
CONTRACT HIRE AVAILABLE.
Drive Car Hire offer naonwide delivery & collecon service.
Modern rental vehicles ay compeve prices
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FEATURE

AST MONTH’S 
TRAINING feature 
introduced a few theoretical 
concepts in statistics 
(probability, central 
tendency, and standard 

deviations) and used these ideas to examine 
the number of lessons as well as pass rates 
among my pupils. It showed that there were 
a lot of factors that can affect these two 
sets of performance figures that we use to 
assess ourselves and that a lot of careful 
interpretation is required to avoid arriving at 
the wrong conclusion. 

For this article the theme of statistics 
is going to be used once again, but in a 
different manner as the focus will be on using 

facts and figures to help promote deeper 
learning with our trainees. The following 
examples will be outlined: pedestrian casualty 
figures in relation to children, teenage 
passenger risk, contributory factors, elderly 
drivers, and alcohol.

A good source of statistics is the annual 
report the Department for Transport publishes 
each year. These figures are based on police 
reports when they have attended or have had 
an injury collision reported to them. 

To get copies of these reports type ‘road 
casualties Great Britain and the year in which 
you’re interested into a search engine. You 
can then obtain the results that you need 
from a table and use a spreadsheet to create 
column graphs, line graphs, etc, so that you 

L

Learning by 
numbers
IN THE SECOND PART OF HIS EXAMINATION 
OF STATISTICS, JAMES WHALEN USES FACTS 
AND FIGURES TO HELP PROMOTE DEEPER 
LEARNING WITH TRAINEES
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Figure 1: Child pedestrian 
casualties Great Britain 2017

Figure 2: Child pedestrian 
casualties Great Britain

have a visual image of the trend you wish to 
discuss with trainees.

The first example to be outlined in this 
article is one that I usually refer to during the 
adequate clearance lesson. This statistic 
refers to the frequencies of people injured as 
pedestrians in Great Britain. It is an important 
issue to highlight as we are one of the worst 
performing countries in Europe in relation to 
pedestrian causality statistics. 

The number of child pedestrian casualties 
increases dramatically at 11 years of age, 
and peaks at 12. This is usually explained as 
being the transition period where children 
change from primary school to secondary 
school. This is normally associated with a 
change in how they travel to school with it 
becoming more independent when they go 
into Year 7 (the start of secondary school) 
creating a sudden increase in exposure to 
risk, which in combination with their age (eg 
people start to become reliable at judging 
speed and distance around 16 years of age) 

and lack of experience leads to the pattern 
that we see in the road casualty statistics 
(Figure 1).

I have a laminated copy of Figure 1 in 
my car that I show to pupils to discuss why 
children are at risk during the first two years 
of secondary school. It is useful to time the 
lesson so that it coincides with the beginning 
or the end of the school day. 

After having chat about the issues involved, 
a short drive near a large secondary school 
when there are a lot of school children 
travelling to or from school will usually result 
in risk-taking behaviour being seen. This 
then backs up the previous conversation 
and provides another way of learning about 
pedestrian behaviour as well as creating an 
opportunity for deeper learning about the 
topic. 

Although the figures used here are simple 
frequency counts of the number of people 
injured in collisions, and there are many 
factors that can affect whether they are 
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involved, there are patterns that are seen 
from year to year making them suitable for 
discussing trends in behaviour. Figure 2 
below compares child pedestrian casualties 
between the years of 2007 and 2017 and it 
is clear, although more children were injured 
in 2007, that the pattern is the same.

The two line graphs (Figure 1 and Figure 
2) show that the numbers of children injured 
as pedestrians begins to drop in their early 
teens. The risk then swaps to other modes 
of transport with two high-risk groups being 
males on push bikes at 14 years of age 
and on low powered two-wheeled vehicles 
between 16 and 17 year of age. Females 
are a high-risk group as car passengers 
between 15 and 17 years of age with the 
most dramatic difference between males 
and females as passengers being evident at 
16. This statistic warrants more investigation 
for driver trainers, the pattern of males and 
females being injured in cars as passengers 
is displayed in Figure 3.
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As females mature earlier than males often 
a girl in Year 10 or 11 at secondary school is 
more interested in males who are older than 
her peers. Some of these males, who are 
old enough to drive, are prone to showing 
off with the outcome that passengers are 
being injured – with the front seat passenger 
often being their girlfriend. This led to the 
Bedfordshire Road Safety Team starting 
the “For My Girlfriend” campaign after its 
research showed that young drivers weren’t 
worried about hurting themselves, but they 
were worried about injuring their passengers. 
The campaign involved visiting colleges on St 
Valentine’s day and giving cards, etc to young 
males and highlighting the risks that young 
people face as passengers in cars. 

The initiative grew into a national campaign 
with road safety teams carrying out the 
publicity at their local colleges. For driver 
trainers, outlining the trend shown in Figure 
3 and mentioning road safety campaigns 
are useful points while talking to young 
drivers about how they may be affected 

when carrying passengers, or when their 
passengers are urging them to drive faster.

When a collision is reported to the police, 
they enter what is considered to be the 
cause(s) for the incident; these are known 
as contributory factors. Like most years, 
for 2017 the contributory factor that was 
recorded the most frequently (in 41% of all 
collisions) was “Driver/rider failed to look 
properly”. 

It is interesting to look at the contributory 
factors recorded and compare them across 
age groups. The column graph (Figure 4) 
shows contributory factors for three age 
bands: 17 to 24, 25 to 69 and 70+. These 
bands have been used due to the following 
factors: young drivers have more collisions 
than other age groups, the years between 
25 and 70 are fairly consistent, and when 
mileage is accounted for, elderly drivers start 
to show some trends in the type of collisions 
that they are involved in.

Figure 4 shows four areas where the 17 to 
24 age group have more involvement than the 

other two age groups featured in the graph: 
road environment, vehicle defects, injudicious 
action and behaviour or inexperience. 
Highlighting these would be a good way 
to start a conversation with young learners 
about the reasons why these patterns are 
evident in the results. The vehicle defects 
category, for example, may be highlighting 
their lack of experience of owning a car or 
that their habits of carrying out pre-drive 
checks (eg tyre checks) are less regular than 
older drivers. 

Regarding older drivers, they are generally 
a safe group on the roads and it is only over 
the age of 85 (and when accounting for 
mileage) that an increase in collisions that 
approaches the numbers seen by the 17-24 
age group starts to become apparent. 

Table 1 shows the median age for drivers 
causing fatal collisions and highlights the 
dramatic jump in age that occurs when 
considering collisions where two or more 
vehicles are involved at junctions. This 
indicates that elderly drivers are more likely 
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Figure 4: Contributory factors
by age group
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to fi nd it diffi cult to cope with situations 
where there are more vehicles and more 
directions of travel to consider when making 
assessments (eg, judgement of speed being 
affected by deteriorating depth perception). 
Older drivers also suffer more from the effects 
of glare, and it takes them longer to recover 
afterwards, than younger drivers. 

The incident that Prince Philip was involved 
in recently features these two factors that are 
more diffi cult for elderly drivers – glare and 
turning at junctions.

The fi nal topic, alcohol, to be used as 
an example of how to use statistics while 
teaching, approaches it from a different angle. 
Rather than looking at trends the approach is 
to discuss how the consumption of alcohol 
affects an individual’s performance with the 
goal being for the trainee to appreciate that 
people are affected by small amounts of 
alcohol and that the legal limit to drive is too 
high for public safety. 

At 0.02 blood alcohol concentration 
(BAC), or a quarter of the drink drive limit 
in England, Wales and Northern Ireland, a 
person is likely to feel relaxed and have some 
loss of judgment. They can’t quickly track the 
movements of other vehicles, pedestrians, or 
animals. They lose some of their ability to do 
two things at once, so they are more likely to 
be distracted. At 0.05 BAC a person begins 
to exhibit loss of small-muscle control such as 

being able to focus their eyes, and they can 
have lowered alertness. Their ability to track 
moving objects becomes even worse and the 
ability to steer is affected. 

If an emergency develops, such as needing 
to brake quickly or manoeuvre around an 
unexpected obstruction they are likely to have 
a poorer response. At this level drivers are 
fi ve times more likely to be involved in a fatal 
collision when compared to drivers who did 
not drink any alcohol.

At the legal level of 0.08 BAC, a person 
will usually exhibit poor muscle coordination, 
loss of balance, slower reaction time, slurred 
speech, loss of acuity in vision and hearing, 
diffi culty in detecting danger, and impaired 
judgment, self-control, reasoning, and 
memory. When driving, they have diffi culties 
in speed control and in recognising and 
reacting to signals and emergency situations. 
All these impairments increase the risk of 
injuries in general, and particularly those 
related to the operation of a motor vehicle.

To summarise, statistics are useful for 
having conversations about a vast range of 
topics relevant to driving. Two useful tactics 
are looking at trends, and how an individual 
can increase their likelihood of being involved 
in an incident. 

It is easy to overdo statistics and you can 
soon lose people’s interest and I very rarely 
actually get line graphs out during lessons 
(probably around three to four times the entire 
time someone is learning to drive with me) 
but, once in a while, they can be very useful 
– especially if you can then back the trend 
up by witnessing the behaviour you have just 
been discussing. 

Having a knowledge of a range of statistics, 
facts and fi gures, etc, is often useful to drop 
into conversations while your trainee is driving 
along, and a topic comes up naturally. 

If it is evident that you have a broad 
range of relevant knowledge to driving it will 
enhance your status as a trainer among 
your clients.

Table one: Median age for drivers causing fatal collisions

Single vehicle collisions
Two vehicle collision (not at junction)

Two vehicle collision (at junction)

24
29
52
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Gearbox

Engine size

How many doors 
does the car 
have?

Training category 
– L is for learners, 
F suitable for fleet

Insurance group – 
rated from 1-50

First year tax 
payment

Fuel consumption 
– miles per gallon

List price

Our pick of model 
– usually includes 
a/c and Bluetooth

Euro NCAP crash 
safety rating

CO2 emissions 
– useful on a 
company scheme

What spare 
wheel comes as 
standard?

Look out throughout Show Me, Tell Me for helpful 
little boxes containing useful information

Our traffic light 
verdicts help guide 
your choice

Have a think

Recommended

Steer clear

48 MONTH
IN NEWS

Parking revenue is up while road spending is down, 
drivers could be charged to park at work, last year’s 
favourite car colour was grey and more.

51 DIAMOND
COMMENT

Chloe Denny considers the dangers of eating behind 
the wheel and ponders which foods are the most 
dangerous.

Stats key

Verdict

In association with: 
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56

MINI HATCHBACK

The latest MINI offers the 
quality and driver appeal of a 
baby BMW but the design is 
becoming caricatured

60

KIA E-NIRO

With a 282-mile range, the 
new Kia e-Niro is an affordable 
electric car that’s viable for the 
masses

62

MAZDA 3

The new Mazda 3 is a fine 
example of the Japanese brand 
doing things its own way in a bid 
to deliver driving thrills

52 THE KEY  
TO SAFETY

Auto Express With growing numbers of cars being 
stolen via keyless theft, here are some steps you can 
take to keep your car safe.
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PARKING REVENUE UP, ROAD SPENDING DOWN

Highways England has launched two competitions to encourage the UK’s 
most creative minds to come up with innovative ideas to revolutionise 
roads and driving.

It has set aside £20 million to invest in projects which change the way 
the country’s motorways and major A-roads are designed, managed and 
used.

It is inviting ground-breaking entries which will help develop digital 
roads – connected vehicles and infrastructure, design and construction 
that reduces cost and improves safety, better and more predictable 
journey times – and to improve air quality.

The competitions come as the company continues to plan for the 
future, the changing roads landscape and the increasing automation in 
vehicles and systems.

Entries open on 11 February.

Mike Wilson, Highways England’s executive director for safety, 
engineering and standards, said: “This is an exciting opportunity for 
entrepreneurs, collaborative partnerships, and organisations of any size 
to help shape the roads of the future.

“We want to explore new and innovative approaches and invest 
in the best. We’re keen to engage with a wider network than we have 
traditionally worked with.

“Together we can make great improvements both to people’s journeys 
and communities and the environment around our network.”

Highways England is delivering the Government’s £15bn road 
investment programme and paving the way for the second programme.

Examples of projects could include roads which repair themselves, 
robotic construction methods, and improved connections between 
different modes of transport.

HIGHWAYS ENGLAND’S REVOLUTIONARY COMPETITION

With three in ten people reporting they’ve been involved in a physical 
altercation or at least threatened in the last year, it seems road safety isn’t 
the only issue we need to worry about when we leave the house.

Recent research has revealed that half of road users have felt 
intimidated when they’re out and about, with people admitting they’ve 
faced aggression from other road users (47%) and have been shouted at 
(45%), sworn at or insulted (41%) and tailgated (67%).

Some 18% of road users have been threatened physically and one in 
ten has actually come to blows. One in five joggers was caught up in a 
physical altercation last year and one in eight cyclists faced the same. 
Nearly a third of runners and a fifth of cyclists said they were left feeling 
scared for their safety after the incident.

The state of UK road rage and the threat of violence or anger has left 
the majority of road users feeling angry and stressed out, with almost one 
in five telling researchers that they fear for their safety.

Auto Trader has launched its #SwearToChange campaign to encourage 
a change in old attitudes on UK roads and improve road equality. It is 
giving away 20,000 items of free reflective outdoor jackets, backpack 
covers and dog leads to people who want to be more visible in the dark 
winter months.

AUTO TRADER LAUNCHES ANTI-ROAD 
RAGE CAMPAIGN

The amount of money councils spend on road maintenance has fallen by £400 million over 
the past five years, despite councils receiving an extra £168 million in parking revenue. 

Data obtained by consumer website Confused.com found that councils collected £847 
million in parking charges and fines during the 2017/18 financial year – up from £682 
million in 2013/2014. 

Confused.com’s motoring editor, Amanda Stretton, said: “Parking charges and fines have 
put hundreds of millions of pounds into the pockets of councils.

“While councils are justified in charging for parking and issuing fines for illegal parking, 
our research found many motorists are confused about why more isn’t done to improve 
roads, given the amount of money councils receive in fines.”

However, the Local Government Association (LGA) said councils have suffered funding 
cuts from central government and that councils were already putting money raised from 
parking charges into road maintenance.

LGA transport spokesman Councillor Martin Tett said: “Any income raised through  
on-street parking charges and parking fines is spent on running parking services and any 
surplus is only spent on essential transport projects, such as tackling our national £9 billion 
roads repair backlog and other local transport projects that benefit high streets and local 
economies.”

MONTH
IN NEWS
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SAFER BY THE SEA

FAVOURITE SHADE IS GREY

A number of councils across the UK are planning to introduce a Workplace Parking Levy 
(WPL). This could see people that drive to work charged up to £1,000 a year to park.

The Workplace Parking Levy is levied on employers for each car parking space they 
provide (those with 10 or more parking spaces). Companies can choose to either pay it 
or pass it down to employees.

The WPL has already been rolled out in Nottingham where four in 10 companies pass 
on the costs to staff.

Edinburgh and Glasgow councils have announced they plan to go ahead with the 
charge while Reading, Oxford, Bristol, Cambridge and the London boroughs of Merton, 
Brent and Camden are at the consultation stage.

Hounslow is planning one of the highest charges, at up to £1,000 per space per year.
Thinktank Centre for Cities claims WPLs are a way for cities to generate funding for 

policies to improve public transport and increase access to opportunities for more people. 
It also believes it will encourage commuters to carpool or switch to public transport, 

which reduces congestion and its costs to business and residents. The reduction in traffic 
also improves carbon emissions and air quality.

The AA has expressed concerns, with president Edmund King comparing the WPL to 
a “poll tax on wheels”.

He said: “We need more incentives to switch to electric vehicles rather than a tax on 
work to drive businesses out of town or out of business.”

DRIVERS COULD BE CHARGED TO PARK AT 
WORK

Postcodes near the coast are the safest in 
Britain according to a new study.

ClassicLine Insurance says it received the 
fewest amount of accident claims from drivers 
on the coast.

Ian Fray, managing director at ClassicLine 
Insurance, said: “Our snapshot of UK motoring 
indicates that drivers in Dundee are the safest 
behind the wheel, whereas Londoners are most 
likely to be in a motoring prang. Perhaps living 
near the coast makes people more relaxed and 
also more laid back in their driving habits.”

The top 10 is:
1. DD Dundee

2. LL Llandudno
3. TR Truro
4. KA Kilmarnock
5. HU Hull
6. FY Blackpool
7. NP Newport
8. DT Dorchester
9. AB Aberdeen
10. LA Lancaster
London was one of the worst areas for car 

crashes. Six postcodes from the capital were 
listed among the ten most frequent where 
owners of classic and specialist cars had 
been involved in a car crash. Liverpool, Halifax, 

Sunderland and Watford also featured a high 
frequency of accidents.

Ten postcode areas with highest accident 
claim frequency:

1. NW London
2. N London
3. E London
4. W London
5. L Liverpool
6. SW London
7. HX Halifax
8. SE London
9. SR Sunderland
10. WD Watford

Grey has overtaken black as the UK’s most popular new car colour.
Motorists chose grey for more than 495,000 new cars in 2018, according to the 

Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT).
This market share of 21% saw the colour claim top spot for the first time since records 

began in 1996.
Black was in second place at 20%, followed by white (18%), blue (16%) and red 

(10%).
New car sales declined by 7% in 2018 with the industry blaming a number of issues.
Orange and beige cars bucked the trend with increases of 37% and 28% to claim 

seventh and 10th place respectively.
It is the first top 10 appearance of beige since 2014 as a number of new and upgraded 

models had the colour as an option.
SMMT chief executive Mike Hawes said: “There are more opportunities than ever to 

personalise your new car to your exact taste, and UK motorists have approached the 
challenge with gusto in 2018.

“With around 80 new or upgraded models coming to market in 2019 equipped with the 
latest low and zero-emission powertrains, advanced safety tech and exciting comfort and 
convenience features, it’s great that buyers have so much to choose from.”
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5. HAMBURGERS – The filling will drop out of the 
burger all over your lap. They can be greasy and make 
your hands slippery which can cause loss of control of 
the steering wheel and difficulty changing gear.

6. BBQ FOOD – The sauce from the food can drip 
which forces you to lick it – a distraction in itself!

7. FRIED CHICKEN – Another food that will leave you 
with greasy, sticky hands and, much like burgers, the 
grease will spread everywhere. Beware!

8. JAM OR CREAM POWDERED DONUTS – It is 
impossible to eat one of these without licking your lips 
and fingers. Jam will ooze out, and cause a distraction by 
dripping all over you and your clothes!

9. SOFT DRINKS – As tasty as they are, the fizziness 
can cause an eruption of pop which leaks everywhere. 
While you’re driving you cannot avoid the spillage nor the 
stickiness from it. 

10. CHOCOLATE – As hard as it is to turn down 
chocolate, you must. It can melt in your fingers and 
spread all over you and the car. This causes a distraction 
while you clear it up and wipe your hands.

Some of these foods I don’t think I would, or even 
could, eat while driving. Others I hadn’t thought of as 
a distraction, but the more I read about the subject the 
more I learn how dangerous it is to eat and drive. 

I also think your choice of food, either on the road or 
before you head out on the trip, can have an impact on 
your standard of driving. 

If you eat a huge meal you can feel bloated and sleepy. 
If you have too much to drink (non-alcoholic obviously) 
you may need the toilet and if there’s no service station 
in sight, it could be very distracting while you’re trying to 
drive. 

For more about the dangers of driver distractions, 
including eating behind the wheel, see our feature on 
page 20.
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HEN PLANNING LONG JOURNEYS, 
it’s a good idea to take the time to 
research where to stop for food, stretch 
your legs and have a well-earned 
and important break from driving. 
Unfortunately, service stations tend 
to have unhealthy fast food options. 

McDonalds is a popular choice, but at this time of year 
everyone wants to avoid burgers as they’re on a diet after 
indulging in rich food over the Christmas and New Year 
period. Including me! 

As an alternative, we grab a sandwich and a drink 
at the next petrol station, which costs a fortune and 
then realise we can get a full meal for the same price at 
McDonalds!

The next option is make your own lunch, perhaps a 
sandwich, crisps, drink, fruit and other snacks. The only 
problem with this is that there is no need to stop so we 
end up eating at the wheel. We’re not paying attention to 
the road when we’re opening packets and trying to peel 
a tangerine. 

While it is not illegal to eat when driving, the police 
can prosecute you for careless driving if they believe 
you’re not in proper control of your vehicle due to snack 
distraction. This will lead to an on-the spot-fine and three 
penalty points. 

A woman in Kildare was fined €80 for eating a full 
plate of chicken curry behind the wheel. A driver in 
Dorset was caught peeling a banana in traffic on her 
way to work and was fined £145 and received 3 penalty 
points.

WHAT ARE THE MOST DANGEROUS FOODS?

1. COFFEE is a hazard in itself as it is so hot. Driving 
through a pothole, turning quickly or an emergency stop 
can cause this to spill.

2. HOT SOUP – See hot coffee. 

3. TACOS don’t hold together when they are on a plate, 
let alone on the road with turns, braking, etc. 

4. CHILLI is a mess waiting to happen if you’re trying 
to steer a car. The sauce, the rice and the distraction of 
getting it on your fork to begin with makes chilli in the car 
a bad idea.
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AUTO EXPRESS WITH GROWING 
NUMBERS OF CARS BEING STOLEN VIA 
KEYLESS THEFT, HERE ARE SOME STEPS 
YOU CAN TAKE TO KEEP YOUR CAR SAFE

THE KEY 
TO SAFETY

ECENT YEARS 
HAVE seen a spike 
in vehicle theft, with 
the last five years 
witnessing a 48.7% 
increase in the 

number of cars being stolen. Experts 
have linked this trend to falling police 
officer numbers, and the rising popularity 
of keyless entry and go systems. 
Research by a German motoring 
organisation, for example, tested the 
keyless systems of 237 different cars, 
and found only three were able to 
completely fend off a keyless attack.

But what exactly is keyless theft, how 
is the industry working against it, and 
what can you do to protect yourself 
against it?

R
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The process criminals use to steal a car via 
keyless theft – also known as relay theft – is 
relatively simple. First, they buy a relay amplifier 
and a relay transmitter; these electronic gizmos 
can be purchased from the darker corners of 
the internet.

Next, they identify a house with a nice car 
parked outside and, by using these gadgets, 
can detect whether the car features keyless 
entry and go.

One criminal then stands by the car with 
his transmitter, while a second waves his 
amplifier around the perimeter of the house. If 
the car key is close enough the amplifier will 
detect its signal, amplify it and send it to the 
accomplice’s transmitter.

This transmitter then effectively becomes the 
key, and tricks the car into thinking the real key 
is nearby, whereupon the thieves are able to 
open the car, get in and drive away. The whole 
process can take as little as 60 seconds and 
can be completed in near silence and as for 
safety reasons the engine won’t just cut out 
when the key is out of range, there is very little 
to stop the thieves.

Richard Billyeald, chief technical officer 
at Thatcham Research, the UK insurance 
industry’s research body said: “Our 
calculations suggest that one per cent of all 
cars on the road today have keyless entry 
systems, but this technology is trickling down 
from the premium sector to more affordable 
cars,” Billyeald said. “Until recently, all keyless 
systems used the exact same technology, so 
they were all vulnerable.”

Clive Wain, head of police liaison at Tracker, 
a company that traces stolen cars, said police 
intelligence suggests keyless theft is linked 
to organised crime. “These criminals are very 
resourceful, moving from one commodity to the 
next,” he explained. “Many are now aware of 

and have the technology at hand to steal cars, 
so they have diversified to the sector.” 

According to Wain, authorities often have 
just hours to trace the car once it’s stolen. 
“Many vehicles will be shipped to Eastern 
Europe,” he said, “while police have also found 
an increasing number of chop-shops where 
prestige cars are broken down for parts within 
hours.” 

Richard Billyeald said the industry is also 
responding, adding: “Manufacturers are 
already working on new systems. A few 
new models already have set-ups that aren’t 
vulnerable to relay attacks. The functionality is 
the same, but they cannot be fooled by relay 
devices.” 

Billyeald added Thatcham Research will be 
updating its New Vehicle Security Assessment 
(NVSA) test in the future, telling us: “There’ll 
be greater emphasis on vehicle security to 
take into account things like keyless theft.” The 
NVSA influences insurance group ratings and 
Billyeald said that brands that haven’t theft-
proofed their systems could see their group 
ratings go up as a result. 
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Keyless theft sounds almost like the perfect 
crime – but that doesn’t mean there aren’t 
steps you can take to stop it from happening 
to you. We spoke to some of the industry’s 
leading security experts to find out what you 
can do.

DON’T FORGET THE BASICS
Owners shouldn’t forget to take standard 
security measures, ensuring their car is 
properly locked and keeping keys far away 
from doors and windows. This will minimise the 
chances a crook will be able to find and amplify 
the key’s signal and is general good practice, 
as it’ll prevent thieves from easily breaking in 
and swiping them. Barrs also says owners 
can keep their car keys in a metal tin to block 
signals.

CAN YOU SWITCH OFF YOUR KEY?
Richard Billyeald advises owners to investigate 
whether it’s possible to switch their key’s 
signal off, as some offer this function – though 
it’s not always obvious, requiring a double 
button press or a combination of pushes on 
the key. Check your manual to find out if your 
key has this function, or ask your dealer if it the 
system can be disabled.

PHYSICAL BARRIERS
You could also purchase an aftermarket 
security device such as a steering wheel lock, 
a driveway parking post, or even a wheel 
clamp. Even if the thieves are able to access 
and start your car, these should prevent them 
from driving away. Many criminals will consider 
bypassing these as they’re too much hassle.

TRACKING DEVICES
Tracker told Auto Express that vehicles fitted 
with its tech have a 96% recovery rate when 
stolen. The odds reduce to 50% for those 
without. Meaning a car tracking device is an 
excellent way to help ensure, should the worst 
happen, your car is recovered. 

SIGNAL-BLOCKING POUCHES
Consider purchasing a Faraday pouch to 
keep your car key in. These pouches contain 
signal-blocking materials that stop your key 
transmitting its code, preventing crooks from 
being able to detect and amplify the signal.

But a Thatcham spokesman told us owners 
should be cautious about these bags, saying: 
“We have tested a few of the pouches and 
the ones we’ve assessed have worked, but we 
can’t guarantee they all will. Some pouches 
have two pockets, for example, only one of 
which will block signals.”

Thatcham’s Richard Billyeald said owners 
should test whether a pouch they’ve purchased 
works by putting the key in it and ensuring 
the car doesn’t unlock when they stand next 
to it. He added, however, that: “Keyless entry 
is a convenience feature, so pouches and the 
like arguably remove the convenience such 
systems are designed to offer.”

Auto Express tested eight different Faraday 
pouches. Visit www.autoexpress.co.uk/
accessories-tyres/103187/best-faraday-bag-
car-key-signal-blockers-2018 to find out more.

IS THERE ANYTHING MORE YOU CAN 
DO?
Other steps you can take to keep your car 
safe include checking if there are any software 
updates for the car itself and remaining vigilant 
for unusual activity in your area.

Carmakers themselves are working on 
countermeasures to combat the issue, with 
new frequency technologies, software and 
keys among the developments taking place. 
Richard Billyeald added: “If owners are worried 
about keyless theft, they can contact their 
dealer to see if the system can be disabled.”

WHAT IS 
KEYLESS 
THEFT?

HOW TO 
AVOID 
KEYLESS 
THEFT –
TOP TIPS
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KATHY MANSON TAKES A LOOK AT SOME COMMON CONCERNS AROUND 
ELECTRIC VEHICLES. WHAT’S STOPPING US FROM BUYING THEM?

The electric witch

HE LAST FOUR YEARS 
have seen a remarkable 
surge in demand for electric 
vehicles in the UK. New 
registrations of plug-in 
cars increased from 3,500 
in 2013 to more than 

192,000 by the end of December 2018. 
There has also been a huge increase in the 

number of pure-electric and plug-in hybrid 
models available in the UK with many of the top 
manufacturers in the UK now offering a number 
of EVs as part of their range. 

When it comes to electric vehicles, some 
people are nervous about taking the plunge. 
There are worries about infrastructure issues 
and availability of charging points. There are 
also questions about how environmentally 
friendly EVs actually are. What are the most 
common concerns about electric vehicles?

What do we mean by electric 
cars?
The terms electric cars and electric vehicles 
refer to cars and vans that are zero-emission 
capable by running on electric power 
only for a reasonable range. This includes 
pure-electric vehicles (EVs), plug-in hybrid 
vehicles (PHEVs), and hydrogen fuel cell 
vehicles (FCEVs). With the exception of 
the tiny number of FCEVs on the road, this 
essentially comprises any vehicle that is able 
to be recharged via a plug, and excludes 
conventional hybrids.

Cost
Electric cars do come with a slightly higher 
price tag than their petrol counterparts.  Prices 
for the popular Nissan Leaf start at £26,690, 

for example, whereas a new petrol Qashqai 
starts at £19,995, or you can get the smaller 
Micra from £12,875. 

You can get a discount on the price of brand 
new low-emission vehicles through a grant 
the government gives to vehicle dealerships 
and manufacturers. Hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
models are no longer eligible for a grant.

The maximum grant available for cars is now 
£3,500. The dealer will include the value of the 
grant in the vehicle’s price.

Not all low-emission vehicles will get a 
grant. Only vehicles that have been approved 
by the government are eligible for a grant. To 
find out which cars, vans and other vehicles 
are eligible, visit www.gov.uk/plug-in-car-van-
grants.

New data also suggests that EVs could be 
the same price as petrol and diesel cars in two 
years’ time. Research conducted by Deloitte 
suggests the cost of owning an EV will be on 
par with that of a conventionally powered car 
by 2024, or even as early as 2021.

The professional services firm analysed 
industry data and predicted the pace of global 
electrified vehicle adoption – including plug-in 
hybrids (PHEVs) – is set to rise from two 
million units in 2018 to four million in 2020, 12 
million in 2025 and 21 million in 2030.

In addition, Deloitte predicts that EVs will 
account for 70% of the electrified car market 
by 2030, with this growth attributed to growing 
consumer demand for greener vehicles and 
governments offering financial incentives while 
placing restrictions on conventionally powered 
vehicles in city centres.

Peter Eldridge, director of the Institute of 
Car Fleet Management, said that the monthly 
lease cost for plug-ins fell by 9.5% on average 

in 2018. So perhaps EVs are becoming a 
more affordable option for businesses and 
individuals. 

If you can afford the initial outlay for an 
electric vehicle, the cost of running one is 
cheaper than petrol or diesel. 

EVs are exempt from road tax, you don’t 
have to worry about fluctuating petrol prices, 
and clean air zone charges won’t be an issue. 
Many towns and cities across the country 
offer free parking for EVs.

There is a cost involved in charging your EV. 
On average:

Charging at home: Costs about £3.64 for 
a full charge. 
Charging at work: Some employers will 
install workplace charging points and 
typically offer free access throughout the 
day
Charging at public stations: Public 
charging points at supermarkets or car 
parks are often free to use for the duration 
of your stay.
Rapid charging stations: Rapid charging 
points are found at motorway service 
stations and typically cost £6.50 for a 30 
min charge.

Charging at home is a great option for some, 
but of course it comes with an installation cost. 
If you live in a flat, or only have street parking, a 
home chargepoint is not an easy option.

The government’s Electric Vehicle 
Homecharge Scheme helps private plug-in 
vehicle owners offset some of the upfront cost 
of the purchase and installation of a domestic 
recharging unit. Customers may receive up 
to 75% (capped at £500, inc VAT) off the 
total capital costs of the chargepoint and 
associated installation costs.

T
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Range anxiety
Arguably the biggest concern with electric 
vehicles is the distance they can travel on a 
single charge. However most EVs have enough 
range to cover an average commute several 
times over.

Today, virtually all electric cars can drive 
more than 100 miles with ease on a single 
charge; some of the latest models are closer to 
200 miles or more. Kia claims its new e-Niro, 
reviewed on page 60, can cover 282 miles on 
a single charge.

More than 80 new plug-in vehicle 
models are due in the next three years with 
improvements in battery range all the time – 
200 miles will become the norm. 

As for charging your EV, there are currently 
more recharging points than petrol stations but 
no one knows where they are!

The UK network of EV charging points has 
increased from a few hundred in 2011 to more 
than 5,800 charging locations, 9,800 charging 
devices and 16,700 connectors by June 2018. 
The proportion of charger types has also 
changed dramatically during that time with 
an increase in high power (rapid) units being 
installed across the UK.

There are three main EV charger types: 
‘slow’ charging units (up to 3kW) which are 
best suited for 6-8 hours overnight; ‘fast’ 
chargers (7-22kW) which can fully recharge 
some models in 3-4 hours; and ‘rapid’ charging 
units (43-50kW) which are able to provide 
an 80% charge in around 30 minutes. Rapid 
chargers also come in two charge point types 
– AC and DC – depending on whether they 
use alternating current or direct current.

Volkswagen and Tesco plan to roll out more 
than 2,400 EV charging bays across 600 
Tesco stores within the next three years.

The charging bays will be based in Tesco 
Extra and Superstore car parks. Customers 
will be able to charge their electric cars using 
a standard 7kW fast charger for free, or use a 
rapid 50 kW charger for a small cost.

Connected Kerb recently unveiled its first 
kerbside public charging station on Borough 
Road in the London borough of Southwark.

Environmental credentials
EVs do not give off CO2 emissions, which is 
great for the environment. Improved air quality 
is important for people’s health, as well as in 
the fight against climate change. But electricity 
often comes from coal-powered stations. 
How do these measure up in comparison to  
emissions from petrol cars?

Data from BloombergNEF (BNEF) found that 
EVs are better for the environment than internal 
combustion engine (ICE) models even when 
charged up with electricity generated by  
coal-fired power stations.

CO2 emissions from EVs were about 
40% lower than those from ICE models in 
2018. Furthermore, the UK saw the biggest 
difference in emissions between the two 
categories of car due to its large renewable 
energy industry.

Even in countries like China, which are more 
reliant on coal-fired electricity, EVs were still 
found to be cleaner than ICE cars from the 
point of view of CO2 emissions.

BNEF predicts EVs will become cleaner in 
the future as utility companies close coal plants 
in favour of renewable energy sources, such as 
wind and solar farms.

The BNEF predicts that the widespread 
adoption of renewable energy will decrease 
average emissions by up to 90% in the UK and 
over a third in Japan by 2040.

The organisation also believes the global 
share of zero-carbon electricity generation 
will rise from 38% in 2018 to 63% by 2040, 
with emissions from ICE-powered cars falling 
roughly 1.9% every year up to 2040 and 
pollution from EVs dropping by between three 
and 10% annually in the same period of time.

Colin McKerracher, transport analyst at 
BNEF, said: “When an internal combustion 
vehicle rolls off the line, its emissions per km 
are set, but for an EV they keep falling every 
year as the grid gets cleaner.”

Though lifetime CO2 emissions are lower for 
EVs, questions remain over sourcing methods 
for EV battery minerals, such as cobalt.

As more people buy electric cars, will there 
be electricity supply issues? Bob Saynor from 

the Energy Savings Trust predicts the future on 
electricity production and supply coming from 
EVs will be very significant and is something 
all the major suppliers and distributors are 
working on. 

Generally suppliers are confident that as 
long as they do their planning well there won’t 
be supply problems. Offshore wind and solar 
have greatly exceeded expectations in recent 
years – renewables supplied 29.4% of the 
UK’s electricity in 2017, up from 22% the  
year before).

Bob says most EV owners get a home 
charging point installed with either a 16A or 
more often a 32A supply. This will typically 
cost around £600 of which a grant is available 
to cover 75% of the cost. Visit www.gov.uk/
government/publications/electric-vehicle-
homecharge-scheme-guidance-for-customers-
version-22 for more information.

There are various studies on the whole life 
energy and CO2 costs associated with EVs.  
Most show a pretty large overall CO2 saving 
with today’s electricity generation mix and a 
potentially huge CO2 savings in the future 
with a decarbonised grid, ie less CO2 per 
kwh of electricity generated. The government 
is forecasting a 90% reduction in the carbon 
intensity of electricity production by 2050.

Automatic only
Electric cars only have a single speed gearbox 
as the immediately available maximum torque 
means that there’s not really a reason for more 
than one gear for optimum acceleration.

This means that as an ADI, an electric 
teaching car is obviously only a viable 
proposition if you teach automatic only lessons. 

For fleet or personal use, EVs might be 
something to think about for the future as 
the number of clean air zones increase and 
emissions regulations tighten.

As part of its Road to Zero strategy, the 
government aims for at least half of new cars to 
be ultra low emission by 2030. As EVs become 
more affordable, and increase their range, 
they’re leading the charge to an electric future.
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ow in its third generation under 
BMW, the modern MINI is fast 
becoming an icon. It might be 
getting bigger every time, but 
it’s also getting better, to the 

extent that it now feels like a cut-size BMW. 
In 2018 the car underwent a mid-life 

update consisting of tweaked exterior styling, 
more technology fitted and even more ways 
to personalise it – a key part of the MINI’s 
appeal ever since the car was revived by 
BMW in 2001. And while it’s possible to 
spec a highly personalised MINI that’s eye 
wateringly expensive, regardless of engine, 
most versions are actually very well priced if 
you buy with restraint.

Featuring some of the most frugal yet 
characterful engines in any small car, it’s both 
fun to drive and, largely, cheap to run. And 
thanks to the recent five-door version, which 
retains the character of the three-door but 
adds more space, it’s now passable family 
transport, too – just.

The MINI is an upmarket and fashionable 
hatchback that combines attractive retro 
styling with a great driving experience. Like its 
other style-led rival, the Fiat 500, the MINI’s 
practicality suffers in the name of fashion, 
but that hasn’t deterred eager buyers from 
flocking to such models in their droves.

Introduced in 2014, the MINI Mk3 is 
longer, wider, and has a longer wheelbase, 
which improves rear accommodation 
and luggage space. As well as three and 
five-door models, you can also opt for the 
MINI Clubman estate, a MINI Convertible, 
the sporty John Cooper Works hot hatch, 
and an SUV/crossover known as the MINI 
Countryman. There’s a plug-in hybrid 
Countryman model, while a MINI all-electric 
hatchback is destined for production in 2019.

In early 2018 the MINI received its mid-life 
update and benefitted from tweaked styling, 
more technology and equipment added 
as standard, and offered more ways for 
customers to personalise their cars. 

Facelifted MINIs are recognisable by the 
single-ring LED daytime light graphic, full-
LED headlights (with a matrix anti-dazzling 
function, available optionally) and rear lights 
with a Union Flag design.

Inside all cars now get a multi-function 
steering wheel, Bluetooth and a 6.5-inch 
colour touchscreen as standard, while MINI 
now offers a comprehensive MINI Yours 
Customised programme. 

Meanwhile, the latest MINI benefitted 
from the introduction of a new range of 
turbocharged engines, as well as cabin 
upgrades. The three-cylinder units are shared 
with the BMW 1 Series and the BMW X1 
crossover, the latter also sharing its platform 
with the MINI.

The range of trim levels has become rather 
more complicated; the familiar 1.5-litre MINI 
One, more powerful MINI Cooper, sporty 
2.0-litre MINI Cooper S, and the full-blown 
hot hatch MINI John Cooper Works versions 
are still available, but all except the latter now 
have three separate ‘Styles’.

The entry-level model is the basic but well-
equipped Classic, a traditional looking MINI 
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MINI HATCHBACK THE LATEST MINI OFFERS THE QUALITY AND 
DRIVER APPEAL OF A BABY BMW, BUT THE DESIGN IS BECOMING 
CARICATURED

driving

N

Small and fashionably formed

“The latest MINI is one of the most all-out fun  
cars to drive at any price”
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and a blank canvas for your imagination to 
run wild on the options list. Then comes the 
Sport with a JCW bodykit, sports suspension, 
cruise control, and various hot hatch-inspired 
details. Topping the range is the Exclusive, 
which features most of the Sport’s features, 
but brings an air of luxury to the MINI.

While the third generation car retains the 
original car’s retro looks, the exaggerated 
styling is beginning to look a little cartoon-
like. The big, round headlights, gaping grille 
and overstyled rear can look awkward from 
some angles, especially in five-door form.

The range extends from a 72.4mpg,  
102g/km diesel (the Cooper D) to a 228bhp 
hot hatch (the John Cooper Works). 

The 2018 facelift also saw the MINI One 
lose its 1.2-litre three-cylinder turbo engine 
and instead gain a de-tuned version of the 
1.5-litre three-cylinder turbo engine from 
the Cooper. One, Cooper, Cooper S and 
Cooper D cars also get the option of a new, 
slicker seven-speed Steptronic dual-clutch 
automatic gearbox with steering wheel-
mounted shift paddles. 

ENGINES, 
PERFORMANCE 
AND DRIVE
BMW has wrung the ‘go-kart handling’ 
message dry since taking on the MINI brand 
in 2001, but it remains a very apt way to 
describe the driving experience. The latest 
MINI is one of the most all-out fun cars to 
drive at any price, with safe, predictable 
handling, near zero body roll and lots of feel 
through the seat and steering wheel.

Combined with its low-slung driving 
position and near-enough perfect 
ergonomics, the MINI is usually a smile 
inducing experience. But that’s ‘usually’ 
because the ride quality can be firm to the 
point of being jarring, especially at lower 
speeds or on bad roads.

The ride quality is noticeably better than 
that of previous generation MINIs, but the car 
doesn’t have the sophisticated balance of 
bump-soaking comfort and handling feel that, 
say, a Ford Fiesta has.

It gets better or worse depending on wheel 
choice, so it’s up to you whether you want to 
choose the looks of 17- or 18-inch wheels 
from the options list, or the relative comfort 
of small-looking 15-inch wheels. Logically, 
16-inch rims tend to be a nice compromise 
between the two.

The sports suspension on Cooper S and 
JCW stiffens and lowers the car noticeably, 
though optional adaptive dampers help 
because they let you toggle between a 
comfort and sports setting. 

The MINI isn’t usually uncomfortable, 
however. It’s nicely settled at motorway 
speeds, while the relative lack of wind and 
road noise makes it feel like a very grown up 
small car. Factor in strong acceleration with 
most models (basic One variants aside), and 
this is a relaxing long-distance cruiser.

Of all the engines it’s the three-cylinder 
petrol Cooper that shines brightest, because 
it’s quick and very eager to be revved – but 
not so powerful that it races to unnecessary 
or unmanageable speeds. It really suits the 
character of the car, and it sounds great.

All the engines are smooth as you like, but 
the Cooper D is especially impressive in that 
regard – frugal, punchy and amazingly quiet 
for three-cylinder diesel engine. The Cooper 
S and JCW use four-cylinder engines for their 
additional pace. 

The longer five-door model feels no 
different to the three-door MINI from the front 
seat, with extra space between front and 
rear wheels having little discernable effect on 
handling. 

ENGINES
There are four petrol and one diesel engine to 
choose from. The entry-level MINI One gets 
a 101bhp 1.5-litre three-cylinder turbo, while 
the Cooper gets a 134bhp version of the 
same engine. The Cooper S has a 2.0-litre 

four-cylinder engine with 189bhp, and the 
JCW model, also a 2.0-litre, is boosted 
further to 228bhp.

There’s only one diesel option available – 
the Cooper D with a 114bhp 1.5-litre unit.

Starting with the One, it now pinches the 
Cooper’s 1.5-litre three-cylinder engine, 
albeit detuned to 101bhp. It’s still rather slow 
(in fact it’s slightly slower off the mark than 
the old 1.2) with a 10.1-second 0-62mph 
sprint time (10.3 in the five-door). The auto 
versions add an extra 0.1 seconds to the 
0-62mph time.

The 1.5-litre petrol in the Cooper really 
does shine, though. With 134bhp, 220Nm 
from just 1,250 it’s quite strong from low revs, 
but the real magic is at the top end of the rev 
range. It sounds raspy and pulls strongly, with 
0-62mph coming in 7.9 seconds, or 8.2 in 
the five-door owing to its extra bulk.

The Cooper S engine perhaps loses some 
charm on account of being a four-cylinder, 
but it’s very quick, with a 6.8/6.9-second 
sprint to 62mph (3dr/5dr) and a more fiery 
tone from the twin central exhaust pipes. 

And then the JCW engine, a highly tuned 
version of the Cooper S unit, is positively  
rip-roaring, racing up the rev range, popping 
and cracking all the way.

Back down to earth, the diesel is more 
impressive in a day-to-day sort of way, 
with the Cooper D’s 1.5-litre engine being 
incredibly smooth and quiet, especially given 
it has just three cylinders. 

The Cooper D has plenty of in-gear punch, 
but set against the petrol Cooper there’s no 
doubt it’s lacking character, with its dearth of 
top-end punch. 

The MINI now comes with a choice of 
a six-speed manual (all models) or a new 
seven-speed dual-clutch automatic gearbox 
for the One, Cooper, Cooper S and Cooper 
D – the JCW carries over the pre-2018 
facelift’s eight-speed conventional auto box. 
The manual is more precise than the old one 
but isn’t quite as slick to shift, while the auto 
is more efficient but still never quite seems to 
know the right gear to be in.
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driving
MPG, CO2 AND 
RUNNING COSTS

The MINI has always been quite fuel 
efficient, but this generation’s new range of 
engines improves things considerably. MINI 
claims the entry-level 1.5-litre petrol, as 
tested in the new, more accurate WLTP fuel 
economy tests, returns 57.6mpg and CO2 
emissions of 111-115g/km.

However, given the extra performance on 
offer it’s remarkable that the larger 1.5-litre 
engine in the Cooper is only marginally worse 
– 56.5mpg and 114-118g/km. 

With its extra performance, the Cooper S 
fares worse than the Cooper – 47.1mpg and 
CO2 of 138-139g/km – and even more so 
with the John Cooper Works which returns 
42.8mpg and emits 150g/km.

But it’s the diesel that’s the real economy 
star, naturally. The Cooper D’s figures are 
72.4mpg and 102-103g/km of CO2.

MINIs fitted with a manual gearbox are 
cleaner but the new automatic has a coasting 
function and stop-start, helping to improve 
day-to-day fuel use. Having a bigger, heavier 
five-door does dent fuel economy slightly, but 
only by one or two mpg, with CO2 figures 
increasing slightly across the board as well.

Specify any MINI with the optional MINI 
Driving Modes and you’ll be able to choose 
between Sport, Mid and Green settings. The 
system alters the parameters of the throttle, 
steering and air conditioning according to the 
mode selected. In Green mode it desensitises 
the accelerator pedal, makes the steering 
lighter and displays the most economical time 
to change gears. This helps save fuel.

INSURANCE GROUPS
The MINI’s desirability and BMW servicing 
costs, mean it sits in higher insurance 
groupings than less ‘premium’ superminis 
like the Ford Fiesta. Starting in group 12E for 
a One (where the most basic Ford Fiesta is 
in Group 2E), you’ll find a Cooper in group 
18E and a Cooper S in 26E. MINI itself offers 
fully comprehensive insurance – but don’t be 
fooled by a dealer into thinking it’s the only, or 
even the best, way to insure your MINI.

DEPRECIATION
One benefit of the MINI’s carefully cultivated 
premium image is that desirability remains 
very high relative to its ubiquity on UK roads. 
That means depreciation is excellent – good 
news for new buyers, though not so for those 
in the used market – so you can expect your 
MINI to have retained over half its value at 
three years/60,000 miles.

It’ll be worth a bit more if you’ve chosen 
your specification and options wisely 
too, and if it’s a five-door – so be wary of 
brighter colours and of loading your car with 
additional kit and accessories, some of which 
will add no value. Climate control, satellite 
navigation and fancier wheels are all options 
that add to a MINI’s appeal and value on the 
used market.

INTERIOR, DESIGN 
AND TECHNOLOGY
At a glance it looks identical to the last one. 
But dedicated fans of the brand will notice 
the slightly more bulbous proportions and the 
larger front and rear lights.

The five-door model gets rear side doors 
with frames, rather than the three-door’s 
frameless ones, plus an extra 72mm between 
the front and rear wheels, and 89mm more 
at the very back to boost the boot. It’s not as 
pretty as the three-door – and, frankly, looks a 
bit of a mess if you take in the details for too 
long – but somehow it still works as a whole.

MINI has been bold as usual with the new 
car’s interior, and the eye-catching design still 
features plenty of retro touches. But there’s 
nothing retro about the driving position – as 
per the preceding two BMW-era MINIs, this 
one comes with a highly adjustable chair and 
steering wheel combo that ensures anyone 
can find a near perfect setup. 

Much of the switchgear has been relocated 
as compared to the outgoing model – the 
familiar line-up of toggle switches is still on 
the centre console, but the window buttons 
are now on the doors, while a BMW-style 
iDrive controller sits between the front seats, 
replacing the old car’s joystick.

As with every MINI there’s huge scope 
for personalisation and myriad cost options, 
ensuring that you can at least feel like your 
MINI is unique – but it all soon adds up to 
one expensive MINI. 

SAT-NAV, STEREO AND INFOTAINMENT
Dominating the dash is a large, circular 
display for the infotainment and optional 
sat-nav. Its theatrical outer ring is illuminated 
and acts as an additional multi-colour 
display, mimicking various things including 
the speedometer, stereo volume, or flashing 
when the driver’s attention is required.

It’s a neat trick in an otherwise uninspiring 
system, however. Based on BMW’s iDrive 
setup, the control panel comprising a touch-
sensitive scroll wheel and buttons is both 
awkwardly placed between the front seats, 
and often counterintuitive – a touch screen 
would be a much better solution. The sound 
quality of the standard stereo is poor too. 
Ultimately it’s a clunky setup that’s especially 
disappointing in the context of the MINI’s 
overall ‘cooler younger driver’ sort of appeal.

PRACTICALITY, 
COMFORT AND 
BOOT SPACE
The new MINI is longer and wider than 
before, but the three-door feels barely any 
bigger inside. At least the front chairs tilt 
and slide forward to aid access, and up front 
there is plenty of space, with impressive 
headroom and improved shoulder room.

That means that while adults of most sizes 
will find a comfortable driving position, the 
trade-off when a taller person is driving is 
virtually nonexistent rear legroom

And it’s a five-seat car in name only, really 
– the middle seat has a three-point belt, but 
it’s absolutely tiny. And while the small rear 
doors open nice and wide to make getting 
in easier, the door opening is narrow at the 
bottom so you’ll have to angle your feet to get 
them in and tuck them under the seat in front.

There are two glove boxes (albeit the upper 
one is very small indeed), while nets on the 
seat backs and front passenger foot well 
give useful additional storage. The MINI still 
comes with a central armrest that can hide 
a mobile phone, but never fails to be in the 
way of your elbow, whether you have it up or 
down, and also obscures the iDrive controller 
between the seats.
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Verdict

Engines, performance and 
drive – 4.6 / 5
A brilliant range of engines and one of 
the best small car driving experiences 
there is – but comfort suffers

MPG, CO2 and running 
costs – 4.4 / 5
Very economical and, if chosen 
wisely, a very sound buy that will be 
relatively cheap to own and hold its 
value well

Interior, design and 
technology – 4.1 / 5
The five-door adds significantly more 
room and practicality, there’s some 
interesting tech and no loss of typical 
MINI charm

Practicality, comfort and 
boot space – 3.5 / 5
The addition of the five-door model 
adds useful extra space, but this is 
not a car bought for practicality – or 
even comfort – reasons

Reliability and Safety
– 3.8 / 5
BMW engineered and full of safety 
equipment, the MINI nonetheless 
could do better in the reliability and 
safety stakes

Overall comfort, as discussed earlier, is not 
the best in the MINI – the seats themselves 
are on the small side, and combined with the 
MINI’s harsh ride quality at lower speeds, 
it can feel harsh. It’s like a go-kart in that 
respect too, which isn’t necessarily a good 
thing.

Visibility is pretty good though, despite the 
MINI’s letterbox windscreen. This is largely 
thanks to the thin pillars, for a modern car 
anyway, but they’re getting fatter with every 
MINI iteration.

SIZE
The MINI’s apparent growth isn’t just a 
trick of design – in every direction the third 
generation car is bigger than its predecessor, 
which in turn was bigger than the 2001 
model, which in turn dwarfed the 1959 
original. In modern context, at 3.8m long, the 
three-door MINI is significantly longer and 
wider than a Volkswagen Up.

The five-door even more so, naturally, 
measuring in at almost 2ft longer than the 
Volkswagen. That takes it out of the city car 
leagues of the original and firmly into modern 
supermini (Ford Fiesta etc.) territory. 

LEG ROOM, HEAD ROOM & 
PASSENGER SPACE
Up front it’s a much more comfortable tale 
in the MINI than in the back, regardless of 
how many doors there are. For a car small 
by definition, the space up front seems 
remarkable – a 7ft person would have 
adequate head- and legroom, largely on 
account of how low the seats are set – a 
benefit of the ‘go kart’ brief. 

The three-door offers a very cramped rear 
section, but the five-door is another story – 
what a difference a few millimetres makes. 
There’s noticeably more rear legroom – and 
it makes all the difference when taller people 
are up front. It basically makes the rear seats 
useable in a circumstance where they simply 
wouldn’t be in the three-door MINI.  

BOOT
The boot space is better than ever, up 30% 
over the last MINI’s to 211 litres. And the  
five-door’s is better still, with its 278-litre 
space measuring up well against rivals like 
the Ford Fiesta (290 litres).

A twin-floor boot is standard, which is 
useful in raising the loading level to the lip of 
the rear hatch, making loading and unloading 
easier. It neatly clips up onto the back of the 
rear seats when not in use, too. 

RELIABILITY AND SAFETY
The newest MINI scored four stars in a 2014 
round of Euro NCAP crash tests, which is 
mildly disappointing when most new cars 
these days achieve five. 

A 79% score for adult occupants and 73% 
for child occupants are perhaps what you’d 
expect of a small car – but way behind the 
84%/85% ratings respectively for the BMW 
2 Series Active Tourer that’s based on the 
same chassis (and was tested at the same 
time).

The MINI’s worst Euro NCAP score 
was 56% for safety assistance systems, 
largely because newer technology like lane 
departure warning isn’t available at all, while 
low speed autonomous braking (city braking 
assistant) is optional, as is a head-up display 
and automatic cruise control. The MINI does 
have two Isofix points as standard, however.

For impact protection it features high-
strength steel in the body, impact absorbers 
and a pop-up bonnet to help improve a 
pedestrian’s chance of survival if struck.  
Electronic stability control (which can be 
switched off), anti-lock brakes and tyre 
pressure monitoring are all standard.

Owners tell us MINI has its work cut out 
in the satisfaction stakes, with the previous 
hatch finishing a lowly 57th (out of 75 cars) 
in our Driver Power 2018 survey. Owners 
praised its ride and handling, reliability and 
build quality, but its practicality was the worst 
in the survey.

WARRANTY
The MINI comes with a three-year/60,000-
mile warranty, covering the usual gamut 
of mechanical and electrical parts – not 
including those subject to normal wear and 
tear. Beyond that, MINI offers a very similar 
service to BMW (unsurprisingly), called MINI 
Insured Warranty, available to any car under 
100,000 miles. It can be purchased as either 
an extension to the standard warranty, or for 
specific components, like the clutch, engine 
or gearbox. 

SERVICING
MINI was one of the first to offer all-inclusive 
service packages for the life of the car. Called 
TLC, it costs £349 and covers servicing for 
five-years or 50,000 miles. There are parts 
exclusions, naturally, but MINI says that the 
service covers labour and “the cost of repair 
or replacement on an impressive array of bits 
and bobs.” 

For a further three years thereafter, or 
30,000 miles, the MINI TLC XL package is 
£275, basically covering the same thing. 
Both these payments can be bundled in with 
the cost of the car or bought separately, and 
are useful in keeping running costs down 
overall. 
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his is the new Kia e-Niro. The 
Korean company hopes it 
will put to rest the doubts of 
electric car sceptics – namely 
price, performance and range – 

more convincingly than any car since parent 
company Hyundai launched the mechanically 
similar Kona Electric in 2018. 

However, while the pair are closely 
related in terms of platform and powertrain, 
the Kia wraps its clever tech in a more 
conventionally-styled and more practical 
package. The all-electric Niro looks very 
similar to its hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
stablemates, albeit with some subtle design 
changes.

Look closely and you’ll notice the new  
17-inch alloy wheels, fared-in grille and a 
sleeker front bumper. The back features 

revised trim to match that at the front, too, 
helping contribute to a more aerodynamically 
efficient shape.

Inside, it’s much the same as other Niro 
models. That is, there’s a functional but rather 
plain looking dashboard, a slick infotainment 
system and enough room for five. One of the 
few changes sits in the centre console: gone 
is the standard gear selector, with a rotary 
dial taking its place. This tweak opens up a 
little extra storage space, too. 

The 451-litre boot is a generous size 
(bigger than a Nissan Qashqai but some way 
down on a Peugeot 3008 or SEAT Ateca), 
and it has space beneath the floor to store 
charging cables.

For now, there’s only one trim level to 
choose from. The First Edition is very well 
equipped, featuring heated leather seats, a 

reversing camera, forward collision warning, 
lane keep assist, and a JBL stereo. Curiously, 
LED headlights aren’t available, however.

All very conventional so far, but it’s the 
powertrain that is of greatest interest. The 
e-Niro gets a 201bhp motor that drives the 
front wheels; like the 64kWh battery pack, 
the motor is shared with the Kona Electric. 
Unlike the Kona however, a 134bhp, 39kWh 
version won’t be coming to the UK.

The motor’s output lifts the e-Niro’s 
performance well beyond those of the existing 
hybrid and plug-in Niros, and once the hefty 
shove of torque is taken into account, it feels 
much more sprightly than any family car this 
side of a hot hatch – especially around town. 
It’s enough to chirp the outside front wheel 
when accelerating hard out of a tight corner 
or a junction.
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There’s a pair of paddles behind the 
steering wheel to control the strength of 
brake regeneration. While it’s not quite 
possible to drive the e-Niro with one pedal 
as you can in a Nissan Leaf, the three levels 
(four if you include the ability to coast) allow 
you to make the most of the car’s charge. 

And that brings us on to the e-Niro’s 
range. Kia states that, on the tougher WLTP 
test procedure, the crossover will be able to 
cover 282 miles on a single charge. In urban 
driving, the official figure climbs higher. In 
other words, the overwhelming majority of 
drivers will only need to top up their e-Niro 
once a week – if that.

Of course, the process of charging still 
isn’t as simple as a two-minute refill in 
a petrol car, but hook the e-Niro up to a 
100kW fast charger and 54 minutes later 
you’ll have topped up the batteries from zero 
to 80%. That’s enough for between 226 and 
almost 300 miles depending how you use it. 

And then there’s the price. At £32,995 
after the £3,500 government grant has been 
taken into account, the e-Niro costs only 
a grand or so more to buy than a top spec 
Qashqai, and undercuts the 3008 by more 

than £3,000 in its highest-grade GT BlueHDi 
180 trim. 

The Peugeot answers back with a more 
attractive design, but the Kia all but matches 
it for kit yet comfortably beats it in terms of 
performance and running costs – especially 
if you can charge at home on an off-peak 
energy tariff. 

So are there any downsides? Well, 
sprightly performance aside, those looking for 
a genuinely entertaining driving experience 
won’t find much to excite them. While the 
heavy battery gives the e-Niro a low centre 
of gravity, the fairly early tend towards 
understeer kills off the fun. It’s not exactly a 
big gripe in what is primarily a sensible family 
crossover, though.

With every passing month, the progress 
in technology makes electric vehicles an 
ever-more appealing prospect for the average 
motorist. The Kia e-Niro – alongside its 
Hyundai Kona Electric sister car – is among 
the first that fully make the grade. 

Verdict
The Kia e-Niro is a spacious five-door family car that offers the 

performance, range and charge times to make electric motoring viable to 

all but the highest mileage drivers, at a price that matches those of  

a high-spec petrol alternative.

“The motor’s output lifts the e-Niro’s 
performance well beyond those of 

the existing hybrid and plug-in Niros”

Single-speed auto,  
front-wheel drive

Five

£32,995 (after grant)

Single electric motor

Stats

0g/km

282 miles (WLTP)
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azda revels in doing things a 
bit differently. By shying away 
from downsized petrol engines, 
for example, it sets itself apart 
from the plethora of mainstream 

brands.
This is the all-new Mazda 3. It’s always 

been a stylish choice, but the fresh car stands 
out with sharp lights, neat lines and crisp 
detailing. When it goes on sale in the spring, 
it’ll come as a five-door hatch or saloon, and 
with manual or automatic gearboxes and front 
or all-wheel drive.

The engine line-up will comprise a 1.8-litre 
SkyActiv-D diesel, and a choice of 2.0-litre 
petrols in SkyActiv-G or SkyActiv-X guises. 
The latter will deliver around 180bhp, and 
brings unique Spark Controlled Compression 
Ignition (SPCCI) – a clever innovation that 
promises diesel levels of torque, economy 
and emissions from a petrol engine.

We’ll need to wait to sample that, though, 
because our early drive was restricted to the 
standard ‘G’ 2.0-litre petrol engine, linked to 

a six-speed manual transmission. And drive 
is exactly what Mazda’s engineers want you 
to do, bucking the zeitgeist and focusing on 
handling rather than nannying driver aids and 
convenience features.

To appeal to keener drivers, Mazda has 
undertaken exhaustive research into human 
movement, looking particularly at seating 
position and the connection the driver has 
with the car. The result is a superb driving 
environment. The cabin’s ergonomics are 
spot on, matched with improved material 

quality and a smart design. All controls are 
simple to operate.

Mazda has removed the touchscreen 
capability from its central display, offering all 
operations within a BMW-style rotary dial 
with supplementary buttons. It’s easy to use, 
and allows Mazda to position the screen 
higher on the dash, thus enabling the driver to 
see it without having to take their eyes too far 
from the road.

If there’s a complaint inside, it’s over-the-
shoulder visibility. The thick C-pillars cause 
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M

A great drive well handled

“The cabin’s ergonomics are spot on, matched with  
improved material quality and a smart design. All controls 

are simple to operate”
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that, although the wide, frameless rear-view 
mirror and big hatch window do offer a better 
view directly out the back.

The boot is smaller than the outgoing 
model’s at 295 litres, too, which places it 
some way short of segment stalwarts such 
as the Volkswagen Golf (380 litres) and the 
Vauxhall Astra (370 litres). 

Rear seat space is acceptable rather than 
hugely accommodating, which might be an 
issue if you regularly carry passengers.

Riding on an all-new SkyActiv structure, 
the car has benefited from a lot of attention 
on suppressing noise. Refinement has 
improved dramatically as a result, with the 
lack of road and wind noise bringing premium 
levels of refinement.

The outgoing 3 was always an enjoyable 
car to drive, and the new version builds on 
that. The rear suspension might be less 
sophisticated, but you’d do well to notice 
it on the road. Body control is well judged, 
the Mazda 3 riding with composure. That’s 

been achieved with real connection, too – 
the steering offers decent feel and weight, 
delivering accuracy and response.

It all feels very polished, in fact. If there’s 
a but, it’s the 118bhp 2.0-litre SkyActiv-G 
engine. Largely carried over from the current 
3, it lacks the sort of low-rev torque many of 
its turbo rivals can deliver, so it needs to be 

worked hard. We reckon the car will be better 
served with the newer and more efficient 
SkyActiv-X unit.

Equipment and trim levels have yet to be 
confirmed, but expect the Mazda 3 to offer 
the same comprehensive, simple spec line-up 
as the current car, with body colour the only 
option.

Verdict
The new Mazda 3 offers a refreshing change from the industry norm. It 

brings more technology than ever, but doesn’t sacrifice driver appeal. It’s 

a shame we weren’t able to try the SkyActiv-X engine, but even without 

it the latest 3 feels like a solid contender in a competitive class. The new 

engine will solve many of this car’s problems, but won’t cure those  

hard-to-ignore practicality woes. However, if you’re after a fun-to-drive 

family hatch, the 3 should sit high on your shortlist.

Six speed manual,  
front-wheel drive

Five

From £18,500 est

2.0 litre 4cyl petrol

56mpg

Stats

119g/km

£165
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ORDER CODE

1033

DIA Plus members: £71.00
DIA members: £71.00

DIA DRUG GOGGLES

Our DIA drug simulation Goggles simulate many of the 
effects of using illegal drugs or overdosing on prescription 
medication, including disorientation, altered space 
perception, vertigo, lack of concentration, image distortion, 
memory problems, and feelings of euphoria.

1

DIA appointment diary
large A4 (2019)
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PRICE

Driving InstructorDriving Instructor64

SHOP
INSTRUCTORINSTRUCTORINSTRUCTOR DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

Full of useful features to make your life easier, 
including a seven-day per page layout, hourly 
breakdowns, address book and a yearly 
planner.

DIA Plus Members: £7.58

DIA Members: £7.18

ORDER CODE

0101
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ORDER CODE

3006

DIA Plus members: £34.50
DIA members: £34.50

DIA MAGNETIC DOOR PANELS (PERSONALISED PAIR)

DIA DRUG GOGGLES

DIA CLIENT RECORD CARDS 

8inx24in pair of personalised door panels

There is space for up to three lines of text and also for 
your ADI number should you wish. Please ensure you 
email us the details you want on the door panels to 
mailorder@driving.org

PASS PLUS REGISTERED INSTRUCTOR 
MAGNETIC SIGN 

Pass plus magnetic sign.

DIA Plus Members: £5.49
DIA Members: £5.79

ORDER CODE

3009

3

HALF
PRICE

Driving Instructor 65

DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

2

4

DIA Plus Members: £7.83
DIA Members: £8.26

ORDER CODE

2024

Pack of 50 double-sided A4 client record cards with space for 33 
appointments and all the client’s details. There is also a terms and 
conditions section at the bottom of the sheet.
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Driving InstructorDriving Instructor66

PICKS
INSTRUCTORINSTRUCTORTOP DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

5

6

7

ORDER CODE

0134

DIA Plus members: £9.89
DIA members: £10.44

THE DIA ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL 
STANDARDS AND STANDARDS CHECK

Our new guide examines the key standards for driving, as 
well as driver and rider training in the UK, focuses on the 
core competencies of driver training (assessed under the 
Standards Check), and looks at client-centred learning in 
detail and the foundation stone for the effective delivery 
of driver education.

TARGET 51

PDI BUNDLE

In this book the content is broken down into manageable 
units that the trainer can dip into when time permits. 
Uniquely, through a series of worked examples and 
exercises, readers are encouraged to review their own 
teaching and learning styles and identify targets for 
further professional development. Written in an 
easy-to-read style with humorous anecdotes and 
illustrations to get the message across.

All you need to get started on your road to 
becoming an ADI – this comprehensive 
bundle of resource materials will see you 
through your Part One and further.

ORDER CODE

1056

ORDER CODE

0131

DIA Plus Members: £22.45
DIA Members: £23.70

DIA Plus Members: £65.97
DIA Members: £69.93
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10

SUCTION CUP ADI BADGE HOLDER

UNIVERSAL CAR CHARGER WITH MICRO USB CHARGE 
SYNC CABLE (12 WATT/2.4 AMP) 

The suction cup measures 30mm across and sticks fi rmly to 
windows and other smooth surfaces. The bulldog clamp measures 
29.5mm across and allows you to remove or replace your badge 
easily and without causing damage to either badge or holder.

Belkin Universal Car Charger is designed for use with 
devices across the market; for right now and in the future. 
The sleek, compact design fi ts any car charging port, so a 
battery boost is always in reach on the go.

DIA Plus Members: £2.16
DIA Members: £2.28

DIA Plus Members: £11.69
DIA Members: £12.34

ORDER CODE

3014

ORDER CODE

4313219

Driving Instructor 67

DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010DRIVING.ORG/SHOP | 020 8686 8010

FIND OUT MORE VISIT

www.driving.org/webbuilder

HOW TO ORDER 
You can order shop goods from us via our website at driving.org/shop or over the phone by calling us on 020 8686 8010

You’ll need to have your credit/debit card details handy and your membership number available to make use of our special member prices. If you’d like to pay by cheque, get in 
touch and we’ll post you an order form that you can fill out and return to the office. Postage costs £4 per order, so get the best value by ordering more items in one go. We aim to 
despatch items to you the next working day, but allow up to five working days for delivery. UK and NI only.

8

9

ORDER CODE

3000

DIA Plus members: £3.51
DIA members: £3.70

SUPPLEMENTARY MIRROR: LARGE 15CM X 6CM

This larger rear view mirror is ideal for keeping an eye on 
what’s going on behind you.
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DIA 
Driving Instructors Association

Carly Brookfield, CEO, Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd,
Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: help@driving.org | W: www.driving.org

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

OTHER UK ASSOCIATIONS

National Associations Strategic Partnership

If you have any questions or queries for NASP please contact us through our website:
www.n-a-s-p.co.uk

Tel: 07748 303545 | E: secretary@imtd.org.uk | W: www.imtd.org.uk

Kathy Higgins, Secretary, 24 Highfield Road, Knowsley, Huyton. L36 3XR
IMTD Institute of Master Tutors of Driving

T 01903 506095 | E: info@airso.org.uk | W: www.airso.org.uk

Graham Feest, Secretary, 68 The Boulevard, Worthing,  
West Sussex BN13 1LA

AIRSO Association of Industrial Road Safety Officers

T: 0161 883 1665 | E: info@efa-eu.com | W: www.efa- eu.com

101 Wellington Road North, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 2LP
EFA

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: info@ivv.org.uk | W: www.ivv.org.uk

Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD
IVV

European Driving Schools Association

International Association for Driver Education

ADINJC
Approved Driving Instructors National Joint Council

Clive Snook, Liaison Officer, 47 Sweetmans Road, 
Shaftesbury, Dorset. SP7 8EH

E: adinjc_liaisonofficer@hotmail.co.uk | W: www.adinjc.org.uk

MSA
Motor Schools Association

John Lepine MBE, General Manager, Motor Schools 
Association of Great Britain Ltd, 101 Wellington Road North, 
Stockport, Cheshire. SK4 2LP

T: 0161 429 9669 | E: mail@msagb.co.uk |
 W: www.msagb.com

ADI ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL & LOCAL

Not listed? email  
editor@driving.org 

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS

Aberdeen & District Derek Young 01224 897606
Ashford Derek Goodwin 01233 641924
Aylesbury Richard Stansfield 07738 408089
Banbury Sally Franklin 07870 545431
Barnet Ramesh Versani 020 7386 9943
Barnsley Dave Peacock 07773 978949
Bedford & District Mike Jozwiak 01234 342435
Berkshire (BDI) Andy Lee 07931 545777
Birmingham James Quinn 07734 915363
Bishop Auckland Darran Shaw 01388 451315
Blackburn Linda Brooks 07749 960304
Blackpool David Bell 01253 595179
Bolton & Bury Dave Thomas 01204 382557
Bournemouth Debbie Axworthy 07980 618305
Bridgend John Essaye 01656 725778
Cambridgeshire Sue Papworth 07703 355722
Carlisle David Hamilton 07747 038938
Causeway/Northwest Ireland William Ogilby 07563 649025
Chesterfield Mark Comford 07979 383999
Cornwall F. Rossin 01726 66566
Colchester Chris Barnett 07876 416031
Crewe & District Emma Newell 07790 601987
Derby Ken Butterworth  01332 411501
Doncaster Roy Nelson 01302 770160
Dorset Julie Mansley  07702 886109
Dundee Dave Howie  01382 350650
Durham Brian McGee  07843 200314
East Kilbride Bryan Harper  07747 530684
East London Joseph Danquah  07956 241082
Edinburgh Mansour Marouf 0131 553 5600
Essex Philip Matthews  07980 938290
Fife Kenny MacLean  01592 773724
Forth Valley Gareth Marchant  01786 451542
Glasgow Alex Buist  01360 312717
Gloucestershire Doug Birch  07885 482470
Gravesham John Shailer  01474 814438
Grimsby Mark Camburn 014722 692266
Halton Graham Cain  0151 420 2688
Hampshire & West Sussex Jane Le Feuvre  07939 002129
Harrogate Phil Hirst 07801 503423
Harrow Mansha Kapur  07854294825
Hereford Craig Preedy  07949 026126
Huddersfield and District Nigel Deans  07581 387891
Inverness Orlando Collesso  07931 528344
Inverurie Richard Gilbert  01467 642861
Kendal David Morgan  01539 731296
Kettering and District Andrew Love 07812 537 562
Lanark Graham May  07963 331418
Lanarkshire David Thomson  07766 270837
Lancaster & Morecambe Barry Price  07721 391758
Leeds Derek Smith  0113 232 8900
Leicester Carl Wasilewski  01509 646471
Lewes John Rennie  07717 101713
Luton John Neilson  01582 583 783
Mansfield & Ashfield Phil Lawson  07751 488111
Merseyside Peter Barnes  0151 521 3136
Milton Keynes Derek Wormald  07958 715927
Montrose (MDIA) Moira Parker 07773 765 483
Moray Iain Holgan  07870 593441
Newcastle upon Tyne Elizabeth Cairns  07855 762 045
North Avon Jerry Price 07770 608 848
North London (LDIS) Roy E.Gerondaes  07956 275230
North Wales Arthur Carpenter  0777 9662868
North West Federation Des Desai  07900 513372
Nottingham Kate Fennelly 07751 156 408
Nuneaton & District Ralph Walton  024 76386873
Oxfordshire David Ryman  07514 093217
Perth Judith Fotheringham  01764 670259
Plymouth & District Rob Bullen  01566 782431
Pontefract Ian Sidaway  07935498518
Powys Paul Wilson  01544 350263
Rochdale Harold Lightfoot  01706 341785
Rotherham James Crowe  07811 236773
Rugby Sunil Rana  01788 575859
Rushden Ian Green  07966 149589
Salisbury Jo Horswell 01725 517595
Scarborough and District  John White 01723 500600
Slough Lorraine Maunder 07989 414711 
Solihull Peter Williams 07970 782690
South East (Kent) Adrian Lewis 07984 603898
South Manchester Rob Farrelly 07526 005140
South Staffordshire Paul Buckle 07773 359128
Southend and District Mark Christmas 07733 649719
Southport Ian Duff 07752 913917
St Albans and District Louise Watson 07973 309661
St Helens & District Christine Holland 01942 713743
Stockton Brian Docherty 07891 864219
Sunderland Bert Moncur 07976 539179
Sussex Rob Ward 01903 774929
Teesside Paul Coleman 01642 517848
Three Counties (Hants, Surrey & Berks) Sue Pitchley 01252 716723
Wakefield Peter Gamewell 07713 444126
Warrington Anne Green 07840 077807
Watford Peter Fraser 020 8950 8111
Wessex Colin Gladwell 01373 822006
West Lothian Ian Sidaway 07935 498518
West Yorkshire Tom Meechan 07970 412421
Whitchurch Bill Hancock 07860 477833
Wirral Richard Gillmore 07790 193138
Worcester & District Adrian Care 01905 757234
Wycombe David Wallington 01494 714678
Yeovil Sue Miles 01935 420885
York Edward Marshall 07971 431515
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This is a quick reference guide of advertisers in Driving Instructor. 
To advertise in Driving Instructor please contact us on
020 8686 8010 or email advertising@driving.org

Standard 

ADVERTISER INDEX DIA MEMBERSHIP

Keeping it simple, there are two great levels of membership — offering you 
a choice of insurance cover and benefits.

Standard membership includes £25 million of professional indemnity and public liability 
insurance, as well as access to a wide range of support and advisory services.

Our new DIA Plus membership is the most comprehensive association package currently 
available for driver and rider trainers. As well as all the benefits of our standard membership, DIA 
Plus membership also includes enhanced discounts on DIA Shop, CPD Training, Tax Services, 
Income Protection cover and access to a whole range of discounts/cashbacks and offers on 
popular brands and services such as: Marks & Spencer, Currys PC World, free telephone legal 
service and much more…

Income protection insurance

PG Mutual discounts

Drive Car Hire

Suzuki Discount

Specsavers Discount

Experian AutoCheck

Car Insurance

Fuel Card

Web Builder

Tax Service

Vauxhall partners

Recommend a friend

Legal support

Private Healthcare

Theory Test Pro

Vehicle Recovery

Parking

Join or find out more visit driving.org/membership-plans

P46
autoexpress.co.uk

Auto Express

020 7308 1360
drivecarhire.co.uk

Drive Car Hire
P41

08457 697 323
dual-control.com

Arthur J. Gallagher
P41

0800 688 8054
reddrivingschool.com/franchise

Red
P14

01293 831 340
vinesmini.co.uk/mini-offers

Mini (Vines Group)
P02

023 8022 6952
he-mandualcontrols.co.uk

He-Man
P36

Suzuki Discount

Specsavers Discount

Experian AutoCheck

Car Insurance

Fuel Card

Web Builder

Tax Service

Vauxhall partners

Recommend a friend

Legal support

Private Healthcare

Driving Test Success
Anytime Pro

Vehicle Recovery

Parking with Q-Park

P110800 916 1290
adrianflux.co.uk

Adrian Flux

To advertise email  
advertising@driving.org

INDEX
ADVERTISER

020 8686 8010
driving.org

DIA Plus
P72

020 8686 8010
driving.org/recovery

DIA Recovery
P50

veygo.com/instructors

Veygo
P26

P190344 9842 515
fbtc.co.uk

FBTC

0800 458 0823
driving.org/insurance

DIA Insurance
P31

0345 470 0014
collingwoodinstructors.co.uk

Collingwood
P71

pertempsdrivertraining.co.uk

Pertemps
P19
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THE CAR INDUSTRY IS SET TO UNDERGO A RADICAL CHANGE IN THE NEXT FIVE 
YEARS, BUT MIKE RUTHERFORD WONDERS IF THAT’S A GOOD THING.

ABOUT THE 
WRITER 

Motoring journalist 
Mike Rutherford has 
been writing about 
cars for more than 
30 years. He was 
part of the team 
that launched Auto 
Express in 1988.

Driving Instructor

FINAL WORD

70

LEASE, CAN WE ALL START the new 
year by taking a deep breath, before 
thinking very carefully about where things 
car-related are heading in 2019 and 
beyond? 

The argument is that the motoring scene 
will undergo more change in the next five 

years than it did in the previous 50. I think that’s possible. 
But it’s also unwelcome, unnecessary and unworkable.

Who are the motorists demanding this short, sharp, 
shocking, untried and untested upheaval? Not a single one 
I’ve met, received mail from, or talked to on radio phone-in 
programmes.

Meanwhile, I do have a mate who’s a driving instructor, 
and he’s going out of business because his once-solid 
customer base of young men and women is deserting him. 
Apparently, kids aren’t learning to drive as they hang on for 
their driverless pods – which may or may not be coming 
their way at a price they can afford. We simply don’t know.

Change is good when it occurs at a sensible, controlled 
pace. Yet it’s plain bad, and can be horribly counter-
productive, when it happens too fast. 

A fine example of this is the flawed, idealistic rush to ban 
our internal combustion engines (which most of us love), 
before forcing those of us who enjoy driving into robocars 
that’ll steer themselves. Why? Who says? Where are the 
research findings proving that this is what the public wants?

I’m all for genuine improvements, moving the game on, 
adopting an onwards and upwards approach. It’s this 

positive spirit that has massively transformed the quality, 
safety, reliability, comfort, efficiency and cleanliness of cars 
over the past half century. But why such a mad rush to 
replace current tech with new tech? How come so many 
motor industry people, and politicians, are so keen to talk up 
and spend billions they haven’t got trying (and largely failing 
so far) to kill off petrol and diesel?

Can we adjust our priorities and slightly slow down the 
urgent tech-based “fix” that the unbroken motor industry is 
unnecessarily subjecting itself to, at alarming speed, and at 
colossal/unsustainable financial cost?

Rather than collectively racing to spend trillions on non-
traditional vehicles and alternative fuels most of us didn’t ask 
for, I’d prefer it if they concentrated on improving economy; 
eliminating breakdowns and break-ins; bringing their car and 
servicing prices down; improving their dealer networks – 
important, real-world stuff that impacts us day to day.

Never forget you’ll still be able to buy new and used cars 
with internal combustion engines over the next two decades 
or so. Let’s not pretend they’re going away any time soon – 
they’re not. 

Far less certain is what type of non-traditional, alternatively 
fuelled vehicles we will be driving – or riding aboard – in the 
short, medium and long-term future. 

If you’re middle-aged, you could be driving internal 
combustion engine-powered cars for the rest of your   
driving life. My guess is you probably will.

P

“How come so many motor 
industry people and politicians 

are so keen to talk up and spend 
billions they haven’t got trying to 

kill off petrol and diesel?”

“I’m all for genuine 
improvements, moving the 

game on, adopting an onwards 
and upwards approach”

WE HAVE WON AWARDS FOR LOOKING AFTER 
YOUR STUDENTS!

CollingwoodInstructors.co.uk

L

Your Students Could Now Save 
up to 35% on Short-Term Learner 
Driver Insurance With Your Code*

Excellent 9.8 out of 10

Our Customers love usOur Customers love us9.8
out of 10
as of 07/01/19

Trustpilot

NOT A MEMBER? SIGN UP TODAY AND GET £50 FOR YOUR FIRST REFERRAL
AND THEN £20 FOR EVERY SUBSEQUENT NEW REFERRAL.

*Discount based on savings made on 28 day policy as of 07/01/19 applies to comprehensive policies only. Trustpilot score as of 07/01/19. Collingwood Insurance Services (UK) Ltd are authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, Register no. 310870. Registered in England No 4174235. Collingwood Insurance Services (UK) Ltd, Collingwood House, Redburn Court, Earl Grey Way, North Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE29 6AR. For security and 
training purposes calls may be monitored or recorded.

Visit www.collingwoodinstructors.co.uk with code DIA2019

This Extra Discount is only available to 
Learner Drivers that have been refered to 
Collingwood with a valid code.
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Get more

FREE access to PG Mutual’s exclusive
member benefits scheme with discounts,
cashbacks and offers currently with:

Marks & Spencer, Currys PC World, free telephone legal advice
service, discounts off car, and home insurance, fitness centres -
saving you money throughout the year!

from your DIA Membership

DIA Plus gives you enhanced DIA membership benefits plus income 
protection cover and access to exclusive member discounts.

DIA Plus includes:

Income protection insurance
Legal advice for all the situations
£25 million PI/PL
Discounted Recovery
Specialist Legal advice
ADI Helpdesk
Free monthly webinars
Annual £30 CPD voucher
Monthly magazine
Weekly ebulletin
Lobbying and representation
Bigger discount on tax service
Better marketing to pupils
Access to wider range of DIA member
offers and discounts
Bigger discounts on DIA shop

DIA Plus is the trading name of Driving Magazine Limited, an Appointed Representative of PG Mutual. PG Mutual is the trading name of 
Pharmaceutical and General Provident Society Ltd. Registered office: 11 Parkway, Porters Wood, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL3 6PA.
Incorporated in the United Kingdom under the Friendly Societies Act 1992, Registered Number 462F. Authorised by the Prudential 
Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority, Firm Reference Number 
110023.

020 8686 8010 | help@driving.org | www.driving.org
For more information on how DIA Plus could help you protect your income:
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